Ranger guide 3.5

Player's Handbook v. Weapon and Armor Proficiency: A ranger is proficient with all simple and
martial weapons, and with light armor and shields except tower shields. At 5th level and every
five levels thereafter 10th, 15th, and 20th level , the ranger may select an additional favored
enemy from those given on the table. In addition, at each such interval, the bonus against any
one favored enemy including the one just selected, if so desired increases by 2. If the ranger
chooses humanoids or outsiders as a favored enemy, he must also choose an associated
subtype, as indicated on the table. If a specific creature falls into more than one category of
favored enemy for instance, devils are both evil outsiders and lawful outsiders , the ranger's
bonuses do not stack; he simply uses whichever bonus is higher. See the Monster Manual for
more information on types of creatures. Wild Empathy Ex : A ranger can use body language,
vocalizations, and demeanor to improve the attitude of an animal such as a bear or a monitor
lizard. This ability functions just like a Diplomacy check to improve the attitude of a person see
page The ranger rolls 1d20 and adds his ranger level and his Charisma bonus to determine the
wild empathy check result. The typical domestic animal has a starting attitude of indifferent,
while wild animals are usually unfriendly. To use wild empathy, the ranger and the animal must
be able to study each other, which means that they must be within 30 feet of one another under
normal visibility conditions. Generally, influencing an animal in this way takes 1 minute, but, as
with influencing people, it might take more or less time. The ranger can also use this ability to
influence a magical beast with an Intelligence score of 1 or 2 such as a basilisk or a girallon ,
but he takes a â€”4 penalty on the check. Combat Style Ex : At 2nd level, a ranger must select
one of two combat styles to pursue: archery or two-weapon combat. This choice affects the
character's class features but does not restrict his selection of feats or special abilities in any
way. If the ranger selects archery, he is treated as having the Rapid Shot feat, even if he does
not have the normal prerequisites for that feat. If the ranger selects two-weapon combat, he is
treated as having the Two-Weapon Fighting feat, even if he does not have the normal
prerequisites for that feat. The benefits of the ranger's chosen style apply only when he wears
light or no armor. He loses all benefits of his combat style when wearing medium or heavy
armor. Animal Companion Ex : At 4th level, a ranger gains an animal companion selected from
the following list: badger, camel, dire rat, dog, riding dog, eagle, hawk, horse light or heavy ,
owl, pony, snake Small or Medium viper , or wolf. If the DM's campaign takes place wholly or
partly in an aquatic environment, the DM may add the following creatures to the ranger's list of
options: crocodile, porpoise, Medium shark, and squid. This animal is a loyal companion that
accompanies the ranger on his adventures as appropriate for its kind. For instance, an aquatic
creature can't adventure with a ranger on land and shouldn't be selected by a nonaquatic
character without extenuating circumstances. In most cases, the animal companion functions
as a mount, sentry, scout, or hunting animal, rather than as a protector. This ability functions
like the druid ability of the same name see page 35 , except that the ranger's effective druid level
is one-half his ranger level. For example, the animal companion of a 4th-level ranger would be
the equivalent of a 2nd-level druid's animal companion. A ranger may select from the alternative
lists of animal companions just as a druid can, though again his effective druid level is half his
ranger level. Thus, he must be at least an 8th-level ranger to select from the druid's list of
4th-level animal companions, and if he chooses one of those animals, his effective druid level
would be reduced by 3, to 1st level. Like a druid, a ranger cannot select an alternative animal if
the choice would reduce his effective druid level below 1st. Spells: Beginning at 4th level, a
ranger gains the ability to cast a small number of divine spells the same type of spells available
to the cleric, druid, and paladin , which are drawn from the ranger spell list page A ranger must
choose and prepare his spells in advance see below. Like other spellcasters, a ranger can cast
only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. His base daily spell allotment is
given on Table 3â€” The Ranger. In addition, he receives bonus spells per day if he has a high
Wisdom score see Table 1â€”1: Ability Modifiers and Bonus Spells, page 8. When Table 3â€”13
indicates that the ranger gets 0 spells per day of a given spell level for instance, 1st-level spells
for a 4th-level ranger , he gains only the bonus spells he would be entitled to based on his
Wisdom score for that spell level. The ranger does not have access to any domain spells or
granted powers, as a cleric does. A ranger prepares and casts spells the way a cleric does,
though he cannot lose a prepared spell to cast a cure spell in its place. A ranger may prepare
and cast any spell on the ranger spell list, provided that he can cast spells of that level, but he
must choose which spells to prepare during his daily meditation. Through 3rd level, a ranger
has no caster level. At 4th level and higher, his caster level is one-half his ranger level.
Improved Combat Style Ex : At 6th level, a ranger's aptitude in his chosen combat style archery
or two-weapon combat improves. If he selected archery at 2nd level, he is treated as having the
Manyshot feat page 97 , even if he does not have the normal prerequisites for that feat. If the
ranger selected two-weapon combat at 2nd level, he is treated as having the Improved

Two-Weapon Fighting feat page 96 , even if he does not have the normal prerequisites for that
feat. As before, the benefits of the ranger's chosen style apply only when he wears light or no
armor. Woodland Stride Ex : Starting at 7th level, a ranger may move through any sort of
undergrowth such as natural thorns, briars, overgrown areas, and similar terrain at his normal
speed and without taking damage or suffering any other impairment. However, thorns, briars,
and overgrown areas that are enchanted or magically manipulated to impede motion still affect
him. Swift Tracker Ex : Beginning at 8th level, a ranger can move at his normal speed while
following tracks without taking the normal â€”5 penalty. He takes only a â€”10 penalty instead
of the normal â€”20 when moving at up to twice normal speed while tracking. Evasion Ex : At
9th level, a ranger can avoid even magical and unusual attacks with great agility. If he makes a
successful Reflex saving throw against an attack that normally deals half damage on a
successful save such as a red dragon's fiery breath or a fireball , he instead takes no damage.
Evasion can be used only if the ranger is wearing light armor or no armor. A helpless ranger
such as one who is unconscious or paralysed does not gain the benefit of evasion. Combat
Style Mastery Ex : At 11th level, a ranger's aptitude in his chosen combat style archery or
two-weapon combat improves again. If he selected archery at 2nd level, he is treated as having
the Improved Precise Shot feat page 96 , even if he does not have the normal prerequisites for
that feat. If the ranger selected two-weapon combat at 2nd level, he is treated as having the
Greater Two-Weapon Fighting feat page 95 , even if he does not have the normal prerequisites
for that feat. Camouflage Ex : A ranger of 13th level or higher can use the Hide skill in any sort
of natural terrain, even if the terrain doesn't grant cover or concealment. Hide in Plain Sight Ex :
While in any sort of natural terrain, a ranger of 17th level or higher can use the Hide skill even
while being observed. Prestige Classes. And more! All Editions 3. Class Features All of the
following are class features of the ranger. Type Subtype Examples Aberration beholder Animal
bear Construct golem Dragon black dragon Elemental invisible stalker Fey dryad Giant ogre
Humanoid aquatic merfolk Humanoid dwarf dwarf Humanoid elf elf Humanoid goblinoid
hobgoblin Humanoid gnoll gnoll Humanoid gnome gnome Humanoid halfling halfling Humanoid
human human Humanoid orc orc Humanoid reptilian kobold Magical beast displacer beast
Monstrous humanoid minotaur Ooze gelatinous cube Outsider air arrowhawk Outsider chaotic
demon Outsider earth xorn Outsider evil devil Outsider fire salamander Outsider good angel
Outsider lawful formian Outsider native tiefling Outsider water tojanida Plant shambling mound
Undead zombie Vermin monstrous monstrous spider Track: A ranger gains Track see page as a
bonus feat. Endurance: A ranger gains Endurance see page 93 as a bonus feat at 3rd level.
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up-to-date Ranger guides updated after 3. I hope you find this list helpful and feel free to send
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Tags: Main Skill : Well Ice Shot Dead [3. Power Siphon Dead [3. Melee Cyclone Raid [3.
Deathless Sirus A8 Smite Raid [3. Posted by Amongalen on Jan 1, , PM. Quote this Post. Thanks
man, no idea what happened to Panini. I would email and PM the devs so they can transfer the
build list from Panini to you - they've done that for some of the other character forums. Then
you can edit and remake it as you like. Posted by Ceryneian on Jan 2, , AM. I've messaged
support yesterday, sadly still no reply : Bumping this thread in meanwhile. Posted by
Amongalen on Jan 5, , AM. Bumping for OP, but next time you can press B everyday to bump it
without posting. Posted by habeo on Jan 5, , AM. Posted by Amongalen on Jan 6, , PM. Posted
by Zushis on Jan 8, , AM. Posted by monkuar on Jan 9, , AM. Posted by tipicozzy on Jan 10, ,
AM. Forum Index Code of Conduct Search. Shop Buy Packs Microtransactions Specials. Follow
Us. I have him added in game and haven't seen him in a while : Will update my build soon I
know I can do it that way but prefer good old posts :D. Mods please sticky "Good thing they
nerfed the carto, it wasn't fun to find one in every map. A ranger is proficient with all simple and
martial weapons , and with light armor and shields except tower shields. At 1st level, a ranger
may select a type of creature from among those given on Table: Ranger Favored Enemies. At
5th level and every five levels thereafter 10th, 15th, and 20th level , the ranger may select an
additional favored enemy from those given on the table. In addition, at each such interval, the
bonus against any one favored enemy including the one just selected, if so desired increases
by 2. If the ranger chooses humanoids or outsiders as a favored enemy, he must also choose an
associated subtype, as indicated on the table. A ranger can improve the attitude of an animal.
This ability functions just like a Diplomacy check to improve the attitude of a person. The ranger
rolls 1d20 and adds his ranger level and his Charisma modifier to determine the wild empathy
check result. The typical domestic animal has a starting attitude of indifferent, while wild
animals are usually unfriendly. To use wild empathy, the ranger and the animal must be able to
study each other, which means that they must be within 30 feet of one another under normal

visibility conditions. Generally, influencing an animal in this way takes 1 minute, but, as with
influencing people, it might take more or less time. The ranger can also use this ability to
influence a magical beast with an Intelligence score of 1 or 2, but he takes a -4 penalty on the
check. At 2nd level, a ranger must select one of two combat styles to pursue: archery or
two-weapon combat. If the ranger selects archery, he is treated as having the Rapid Shot feat,
even if he does not have the normal prerequisites for that feat. If the ranger selects two-weapon
combat, he is treated as having the Two-Weapon Fighting feat, even if he does not have the
normal prerequisites for that feat. He loses all benefits of his combat style when wearing
medium or heavy armor. At 4th level, a ranger gains an animal companion selected from the
following list: badger , camel , dire rat , dog , riding dog , eagle , hawk , horse light or heavy ,
owl , pony , snake Small or Medium viper , or wolf. This animal is a loyal companion that
accompanies the ranger on his adventures as appropriate for its kind. A ranger may select from
the alternative lists of animal companions just as a druid can, though again his effective druid
level is half his ranger level. Like a druid, a ranger cannot select an alternative animal if the
choice would reduce his effective druid level below 1st. Beginning at 4th level, a ranger gains
the ability to cast a small number of divine spells, which are drawn from the ranger spell list. A
ranger must choose and prepare his spells in advance see below. Like other spellcasters, a
ranger can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. His base daily spell
allotment is given on Table: The Ranger. In addition, he receives bonus spells per day if he has
a high Wisdom score. When Table: The Ranger indicates that the ranger gets 0 spells per day of
a given spell level, he gains only the bonus spells he would be entitled to based on his Wisdom
score for that spell level. The ranger does not have access to any domain spells or granted
powers, as a cleric does. A ranger prepares and casts spells the way a cleric does, though he
cannot lose a prepared spell to cast a cure spell in its place. A ranger may prepare and cast any
spell on the ranger spell list, provided that he can cast spells of that level, but he must choose
which spells to prepare during his daily meditation. Through 3rd level, a ranger has no caster
level. At 4th level and higher, his caster level is one-half his ranger level. If he selected archery
at 2nd level, he is treated as having the Manyshot feat, even if he does not have the normal
prerequisites for that feat. If the ranger selected two-weapon combat at 2nd level, he is treated
as having the Improved Two-Weapon Fighting feat, even if he does not have the normal
prerequisites for that feat. Starting at 7th level, a ranger may move through any sort of
undergrowth such as natural thorns, briars, overgrown areas, and similar terrain at his normal
speed and without taking damage or suffering any other impairment. However, thorns, briars,
and overgrown areas that are enchanted or magically manipulated to impede motion still affect
him. Beginning at 8th level, a ranger can move at his normal speed while following tracks
without taking the normal -5 penalty. He takes only a penalty instead of the normal when moving
at up to twice normal speed while tracking. At 9th level, a ranger can avoid even magical and
unusual attacks with great agility. If he makes a successful Reflex saving throw against an
attack that normally deals half damage on a successful save, he instead takes no damage.
Evasion can be used only if the ranger is wearing light armor or no armor. A helpless ranger
does not gain the benefit of evasion. If he selected archery at 2nd level, he is treated as having
the Improved Precise Shot feat, even if he does not have the normal prerequisites for that feat. If
the ranger selected two-weapon combat at 2nd level, he is treated as having the Greater
Two-Weapon Fighting feat, even if he does not have the normal prerequisites for that feat. While
in any sort of natural terrain, a ranger of 17th level or higher can use the Hide skill even while
being observed. The text on this page is Open Game Content, and is licensed for public use
under the terms of the Open Game License v1. A copy of this License can be found at
Humanoid reptilian. Outsider air. Outsider chaotic. Outsider earth. Humanoid aquatic. Outsider
evil. Outsider fire. Outsider good. Humanoid goblinoid. Outsider lawful. Outsider native.
Outsider water. RPGBOT uses the color coding scheme which has become common among
Pathfinder build handbooks, which tend to be more consistent than 3. Because so little of 3. For
help identifying sourcebook abbreviations, see my Sourcebook Abbreviations Guide. It's
important to note that I generally omit campaign-setting specific content. I am of the opinion
that those options are intended to be limited to campaigns run in those settings, and as such
they don't really apply to a generic campaign. Those options also tend to be wildly unbalanced
and rarely recieve errata. I also omit the use of "Flaws" since they allow a massive increase in
power with essentially no cost to the character. The Scout is a highly mobile class which
depends on movement for damage output. When considering the Scout, ask yourself: Would a
rogue be better for what I'm trying to do? In many cases, the answer is yes. Skirmish is fantastic
because it's easy to use. If you're playing a game where everyone is single-class and no one
min-maxes does anyone do that in 3. If you're playing a game with people who read these sorts
of guides, Rogue will often be better. Scouts spend all of their time trying to move 20 feet then

make a full attack, while Rogues spend all of their time trying to make things flatfooted typically
with invisibility before making a full attack. There's a lot of overlap in those two tactics, and if
you're going to go to all that work you probably want the considerably better damage output
that the Rogue provides since Sneak Attack scales much faster than Skirmish. This guide is
written with the "Volley" rule in mind. See my article on The "Volley" Rule for more information.
Scout Class Features Hit Points : d8 hit points is standard for a Rogue-like character, but
because some Scout builds are melee builds you will need to be really careful to boost your AC
and hit points. Annoying for meeting feat prerequisites, but not crippling. Saves : Reflex is the
Scout's only good save, so be sure to invest a bit in your other saves. Battle Fortitude helps
with Fortitude saves a little bit, but certainly not enough. Proficiencies : Simple weapons, light
armor, and a handful of martial weapons. Shortbows are a great option for archer scouts, and
short swords are the go-to option for melee scouts. Some builds might use crossbows or
thrown weapons like javelins or hand axes. Skirmish Ex : The Scout's primary source of
damage, and it provides a nice Dodge bonus to AC which will help keep you alive in melee.
Trapfinding Ex : Allows the Scout to easily replace the Rogue. Battle Fortitude Ex : A nice
scaling boost to one of the Scout's bad saves. Uncanny Dodge Ex : Situational. Fast Movement
Ex : Fantastic for getting into Skirmish range, and for handling difficult terrain. Trackless Step
Ex : Very situational. Bonus Feats Ex : Bonus feats are always fantastic, and the list includes a
lot of great options for typical Scout builds. Unfortunately, very few of the feats cater well to
melee builds. Acrobatic PHB : Garbage. Agile PHB : Garbage. Alertness PHB : Garbage. Athletic
PHB : Garbage. Blind-Fight PHB : Great for most martial characters, but because you can't do
precision damage to enemies with Conealement, it's best to avoid attacking them altogether.
Improved Precise Shot will be considerably more helpful. Brachiation CAd : Learn to fly. Danger
Sense CAd : Only works once per day. Improved Initiative is a better choice. Expeditious Dodge
is considerably better, but not a bonus feat. Endurance PHB : Garbage. Hear the Unseen CAd :
Very situational, and there are tons of other ways to handle invisible enemies. Improved
Swimming CAd : Garbage. Quick Reconnoiter CAd : Situational. Shot on the Run PHB : It's very
rare that you can get an additional advantage from shooting partway through your movement.
Many people prefer Flyby Attack because it allows you to use a Standard Action instead of an
attack, but most Scouts can't fly on their own power. Track PHB : Garbage. Evasion Ex :
Fantastic on any character at any level. Flawless Stride Ex : Difficult terrain is a great way to
block Skirmish, and this protects you from it. Blindsense Ex : Allows you to pintpoint enemies,
but you won't be able to use Skirmish against targets with concealement. Hide in Plain Sight Ex
: Hiding generally isn't important for a Scout, but it's nice when things go badly. Free Movement
Ex : No longer worry about grapples or other effects which might keep you from moving.
Blindsight Ex : Blindsight is amazing at any range and any level. Only useful in especially
caster-heavy campaigns. Riposte CS Web Enhancement : Requires you to let people potentially
kill you before you can do anything about it, and the damage isn't any better than Skirmish.
Stick to Skirmish. Scouts are either archers or they use weapon finesse in melee, so your
abilities should reflect that. Str : A but of Strength gets you some extra damage, but don't invest
heavily, and don't plan to improve it. Dex : The scout's primary ability. Con : Essential for hit
points, especially for melee Scouts. Int : Helpful for skill points, but not essential. Wis : Take a
bit for the Scout's bad Will saves, but don't go crazy. Cha : Dump stat. Speed is crucial for
Scouts, but Fast Movement will provide enough of a speed bonus that 20 foot base speed won't
break you. Dexterity bonuses are also very important. At high levels you can permanently
Reduce yourself for an extra bonus to Dexterity, but remember that melee builds need to be at
least Small size to attack into adjacent squares. Halflings who reduce themselves will want to
stick to Crossbows. Dwarf : 20 foot move speed, and no useful ability bonuses. Elf : 30 foot
move speed, a Dexterity bonus, and free proficiency with Longbows and Rapiers. Altogether,
Elves have quite a bit to offer for the Scout, but the Constitution penalty can be dangerous for
melee builds. Gnome : At small size, the Halfling is strictly better. Half-Elf : Nothing useful for
the Scout. Dungeons and Dragons 3. Red : Bad, useless options, or options which are
extremely situational. Orange : OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare
circumstances Green : Good options. Blue : Fantastic options, often essential to the function of
your character. Facebook Logo Facebook logo with white F icon on blue background. Twitter
Logo Twitter logo with white bird icon on a blue background. Please be patient while these
changes are made. I maintain this site as a hobby, and I got access to the book on the same day
as everyone else and I am rushing to catch up as quickly as I can. Please check "Last Updated"
date below the title of each page. If it was updated before November 17th, it has not been
updated to include the new content. To watch for ongoing updates, please follow me on Twitter.
RPGBOT uses the color coding scheme which has become common among Pathfinder build
handbooks, which is simple to understand and easy to read at a glance. I will not include

3rd-party content, including content from DMs Guild, even if it is my own, because I can't
assume that your game will allow 3rd-party content or homebrew. I also won't cover Unearthed
Arcana content because it's not finalized, and I can't guarantee that it will be available to you in
your games. The advice offered below is based on the current State of the Character
Optimization Meta as of when the article was last updated. Keep in mind that the state of the
meta periodically changes as new source materials are released and this article will be updating
accordingly as time allows. The Ranger is an interesting mix of Druid-style spellcasting,
Fighter-style combat capabilities, and Rogue-style skills. Themed around nature and
exploration, the Ranger is a welcome asset in parties exploring untamed lands above or below
ground. The Ranger can fill the role of either a Fighter-equivalent or a Rogue-equivalent
sometimes both , and works well as a Scout and Striker, but trades the Fighter's durability for
better skills and improved damage output. While they do have the ability to cast spells, and can
therefore provide healing and utility options, the Ranger doesn't have nearly enough magic to
serve as a Healer or a Utility caster. Rangers are a cool concept that has long captured players'
imaginations, but they've been plagued by mechanical issues since they were first introduced,
literally decades before the original release of 5th edition Dungeons and Dragons. The features
which make them unique and interesting often go unused because they force rangers to
specialize in solving problems and fighting enemies which players can't guarantee that they'll
face. The Ranger's Favored Enemy and Natural Explorer features ask players to choose
creatures and places which the Ranger specializes in fighting, and if those things don't appear
in the game the features are essentially wasted. To further torment ranger players, the Beast
Master subclass as it was published in the Player's Handbook was so frustratingly bad that it
poisoned the communities opinion of rangers to the point that years later the Ranger is still the
character optimization community's favorite punching bag. The introduction of numerous
exciting subclasses like the Gloom Stalker and the Swarm Keeper, rules fixes like new ways to
handle the Beast Master's companion, and Optional Class Features which replace the Ranger's
least-useful features have all made great strides to make the Ranger both fun and effective. Hit
Points : Standard for martial characters, d10 hit points gives you plenty of hp to get through the
day. Saves : Dexterity saves almost exclusively prevent partial damage from AOE effects, and
Strength saves are relatively rare. Proficiencies : Medium armor, shields, and martial weapons
are great, but without heavy armor almost every Ranger will go for a Dexterity-based build.
Rangers also get three skills, which is unusually high, but since Rangers fall somewhere
between a Fighter-equivalent and Rogue-equivalent, it makes sense that they get an extra skill.
Favored Enemy : Situational by nature, and the bonuses you gain against the subject are
somewhat small. Favored Enemy is perhaps more indicative of the problems with the Ranger
than any other part of the class: it requires the player to make a decision which is unchangeable
and which is often made with little or no information guiding that decision, and if the player
makes the wrong decision they may never benefit from the feature even if they're fortunate
enough to play that character all the way to level And even in those cases where the player has
the right Favored Enemy, the effects are so minor and fleeting that it feels like there's no
benefit. Aberrations : One of the more numerous creature types, but very few have a CR above
Beasts : Beasts are common at low levels, but very few beasts have a CR above 5 so you'll stop
facing them early in your career. Celestiais : Like Fiends, but only select this in an evil
campaign. Constructs : There aren't a lot of constructs in the Monster Manual, and they don't
appear frequently because they're hard to shoe-horn into many adventures. Plus, how often do
you need to track a golem which was created to guard a room? Dragons : Dragons are a
tempting option because they're so iconic and scary, but they're also a bad option because
there are so few of them. Elementals : There are very few elemental creatures which frequent
appearances as enemies. Fiends : A great option, especially in an all-good campaign. Fiends
are numerous, and run the whole CR range. Giants : There aren't a ton of giants, and their
highest CR is Monstrosities : There are a lot great mosnters which qualify as "Monstrosities",
but very vew of them have a CR above Oozes : There are almost no oozes in the Monster
Manual. Plants : There are very few plant monsters in the game. Undead : Iconic, numerous, and
consisting of a long list of enemies running the whole CR range. Undead pop up in many
campaigns, even those where undead aren't a major them, so they're a good, reliable option.
Humanoid : Humanoids are hard to pin down. Depending on your campaign, you may face a
huge number of humanoids or you may face absolutely none. Only select humanoids if you
know that you're going to face them. Since you get to pick two types of humanoids, I
recommend Humans and another race which is prominent in the campaign's setting. See below,
under "Optional Class Features", for more information. Natural Explorer : You get three choices
over the course of your career, so hopefully your campaign doesn't involve a huge amount of
traveling. The bonuses are fairly small, but fit the flavor the class. Fighting Style : Rangers get a

subset of the Fighting Styles available to Fighters, but the ones they get offer plenty of options.
Unlike Fighters, Rangers only get one Fighting Style so it's important to pick one that fits your
build sincey you won't get to pick a supplemental style. Races which suffer from Sunlight
Sensitivity might consider this as a solution to their sunlight issues. If you don a blindfold or
close your eyes , your DM may allow you to overcome the effects of Sunlight Sensitivity by
willingly blinding yourself. The text of Sunlight Sensitivity isn't perfectly clear if it only applies
to attacks which rely on sight, so this may not work RAW, but the idea makes sense. While
Druidic Warrior allows the Ranger to be built around Wisdom instead of Strength or Dexterity, it
comes with its own complications. Wisdom-based builds will need medium armor, which means
that you need 14 Dexterity and you'll suffer Disadvantage on Dexterity Stealth checks just like
Strength-based builds. Rangers also have very little spellcasting and few directly offensive
spells, so your Wisdom score doesn't do as much for the Ranger as it does for the Druid. If you
look at the pros and cons of Druidic Warrior and you still want to use it on a ranger, the last
question you need to ask yourself is "what will this character do that a druid couldn't do better?
Dueling PHB : Note that this works while using a shield. However, with no way to attack as a
bonus action you'll lag behin Two-Weapon fighting rangers or rangers with Crossbow Expert.
Unlike a bow or crossbow, you can use thrown weapons one-handed and some even work
effectively with two-weapon fighting since thrown weapons are usually melee weapons with the
Thrown property. If you're using magic weapons you may have some trouble since you're
repeatedly throwing your weapons away, but you'll be able to recover them after combat.
Thrown Weapon Fighting has some unique interactions with other fighting styles. If you use a
melee weapon with the light and thrown property like handaxes, you can benefit from the
Two-Weapon Fighter style. If you take the Dual Wielder feat, you can upgrade to Javelins. That
allows you to match the average damage of a longbow while still holding a shield. I don't
recommend this for new players, but an experience player could build a very interesting
character around this. Two-Weapon Fighting PHB : One of the biggest issues with two-weapon
fighting is that you don't get to add your ability modifier to your off-hand attack without this
fighting style, and taking this style makes it considerably more viable. Hunter's Mark adds a
small but notable damage boost which closes the damage gap between greatswords and short
swords, making TWF highly effective for Rangers. Spellcasting : Rangers have a really
interesting spell list with a lot of unique options exclusive to the Ranger. However, nearly every
spell on the list uses Concentration, so it's really hard to use more than one spell at a time. For
help selecting spells, see my Ranger Spell List Breakdown. Ranger Archetype : Ranger
subclasses are briefly summarized below. See my Ranger Subclasses Breakdown for help
selecting your subclass. Beastmaster : Fight alongside a powerful beast companion, training
them as a living weapon to aid you in battle. Fey Wanderer : Gain fey power and use it to
beguile, charm, and outwit other creatures. Gloom Stalker : Hunt your foes in the dark, gaining
the ability to see and fight in the dark, and to ambush your foes. Horizon Walker : Walk the
planes, gaining the ability to teleport in battle and to travel between planes without relying on
spells like Plane Shift. Hunter : A capable warrior, the Hunter is most customizable ranger
subclass, capable of succeeding in a variety of fighting styles. Monster Slayer : Focus on
slaying single foes, gaining the ability to discern their strengths and weaknesses, to deal extra
damage to your studied prey, and to resist and foil their spells and abilities. Swarm Keeper :
Use a swarm of fey spirits to empower your attacks, to defend you in combat, and even to carry
you through the air. Primeval Awareness : Too expensive, too limited, too situational. The fact
that this costs spell slots to activate is frankly insulting. Primeval Awareness is so laughably
useless that if you simply removed it from the Ranger no one would notice. I once had a ranger
in my party use it while we were trying to search for some undead enemies. They read the
effect, the DM told us "Yes", and the entire group paused in stunned silence to reflect on how
truly worthless Primeval Awareness is even in a situational perfectly suited for Primeval
Awareness to succeed. Extra Attack : You're no Fighter, but two attacks is still a considerable
boost to your damage output. Land's Stride : Difficult terrain is very frustrating for melee
characters, so this will give you a big advantage in some fights. Hide in Plain Sight : You don't
get to move while using this, but it's very effective. Also note that it doesn't work with Hide in
Plain Sight. Feral Sense : Invisible creatures are hugely problematic, and even knowing what
square they are in is a big advantage. Being able to locate and attack them without penalty is a
massive bonus. These rules are optional, and you should not assume that your DM will allow
these features without consulting them first. Assessments and suggestions for specific
Optional Class Features are presented here, but for more information on handling Optional
Class Features in general, see my Practical Guide to Optional Class Features. Rangers have
recieved more Optional Class Features than any other class. Of every "replacement" feature
published, only one of them isn't a Ranger feature. Wizards of the Coast saw the problems and

they gave us a ton of tools to fix them. Because there are so many Optional Class Features for
the ranger, you may need to be more cautious when consider the new features than you would
with other classes. Deft Explorer Replacement : Deft Explorer replaces each of the three favored
terrains which the Ranger gains as they gains levels. Canny : Expertise in one skill and two free
languages. Expertise in a skill helps close the skill gap between the Ranger and the Rogue. The
languages seem like a weird choice since rangers make terrible Faces the Fey Wanderer is an
exception. Personally I'd like the ability to trade the languages for tool or vehicle proficiencies,
but you can always get those from your background if you need to. Normally if you want
Expertise I recommend a level in rogue, but this makes that class dip less important. Roving :
Climb speeds are the next best things to fly speeds. Swim speeds are only occasionally useful,
and if you want the swim speed for an aquatic campaign it won't solve the issue of breathing.
Tireless : Activate the temporary hit points after every fight. It's a free hit die worth of hit points.
The Exhaustion removal is only situationally useful, but it has the hillarious benefit of allowing
you to negate the effects of starvation and dehydration by taking a nap. I hate the Natural
Explorer feature to a degree that I can't adequately justify, and which I definitely can't justify
explaining twice in one article see the assessment above, under Ranger Class Features.
Replacing Natural Explorer with Deft Explorer is a dramatic improvement on the Ranger in every
sense: more effective mechanically, simpler and more satisfying to play, and more interesting. I
recommend allowing Deft Explorer on all single-class rangers. It allows them to more easily fill a
role as the party's Rogue-equivalent, and it fits the theme of the Ranger as a capable and hardy
explorer very well. It's a linear buff to the class and the Ranger gives up basically nothing to get
Deft Explorer, but in the case of the Ranger I really don't think that's a problem. Favored Foe
Replacement : A small damage boost once per turn. This has three interesting benefits. First,
builds which don't attack as a Bonus Action feel less weak compared to two-weapon fighting
and crossbow expert builds, and subclasses like the Horizon Walker which have reliable Bonus
Action features don't need to choose between ignoring subclass features and getting more
damage out of Hunter's Mark. Second, Hunter's Mark becomes less of a crucial damage option
and therefore less of a tax on the Ranger's limited pool of spell slots. It's still good, and you can
combine the two effects, but Favored Foe can frequently cover situations where you can't
manage Hunter's Mark. Finally, it also doesn't require Concentration, which is great for melee
builds. I recommend allowing Favored Foe on all single-class rangers. Favored Foe isn't a
fantastic ability, but it doesn't need to be. It's always useful, and though the damage bonus is
small it's reliable and doesn't require guesswork for the player to make it effective. It's best
known for signature spells like Hunter's Mark and Zephyr Strike, but since the Ranger draws
most of its spells from the Druid's spell list while being so much worse as spell casting, most of
the Ranger's spell list isn't worth exploring. The new spells add a lot of a really interesting
options which give the Ranger something worthy of their Concentration that's not Hunter's Mark
or Guardian of Nature. There are some odd options here. Searing Smite is a weird choice, and
Aid, Revivify, and Greater Restoration feel somewhat out of place. But considering that Revivify
was added to the Druid, and that the Ranger gets those spells considerably later than other
spellcasters, I think they're interesting additions that introduce some very important new
capabilies to the Ranger without making them outshine other classes like the Druid. I
recommend allowing the additional spells on all rangers. The Ranger's spell list has long been a
pain point, and expanding those options means that we may finally see some diversity in spells
known since there are more than a handful of worthwhile spells on the spell list. Fighting Style
Options Addition : Exciting new options. Druidic Warrior is notably exclusive to the ranger,
allowing players to explore a more casting-focused ranger and potentially build around Wisdom
rather Strength or Dexterity. The new options are all interesting new build concepts, though
they're no more powerful than those which are already available. I recommend allowing the new
Fighting Style options on all rangers. I don't expect the new options to supplant Archery or
Two-Weapon Fighting as the best options for the Ranger, but the new options introduce
exciting new build possibilities. Plus, rangers still only get one unless they spend a feat or
multiclass. Spellcasting Focus Addition : The flavor makes sense, but for the vast majority of
character using a spellcasting focus instead of a spell component pouch is a purely cosmetic
change. The one exception is using a staff, which can also double as a quarterstaff, making the
staff an effective choice if you want to combine Shillelagh, a quarterstaff, a shield, and
potentially the Polearm Master feat. I recommend allowing Spellcasting Focus on all rangers.
The impact is extremely minor, but the flavor is fun. Primal Awareness Replacement : Five free
spells known isn't a huge benefit, and all of the spells are situational, but getting them for free
means that rangers who must permanently learn spells rather than preparing them actually have
a chance of casting these spells from time to time. Giving up Primeval Awareness for even
something as modest as Primal Awareness is a good trade. I recommend allowing Primal

Awareness on all rangers. It allows some very situational spells to see some use without a druid
needing to take a Long Rest, and rangers get so few spell slots that it's not going to upset your
game. Martial Versatility Addition : Being locked into your choice of Fighting Style at level 2
gives you very little time to decide on how your ranger is going to fight. The ability to change
styles occasionally makes that decision less permanent, and allows you to change styles if
something happens like you find a cool weapon or you need to switch roles within the party. I
recommend allowing Martial Versatility on all rangers. Like with other retraining mechanics,
players still can't have more options at the same time than they could get if they didn't retrain,
so players will be more satisfied with their character but won't actually be any stronger than
they could be. Turn invisibile to run out of melee or to quickly sneak between cover. Turn
invisible to dart into melee unnoticed before ambushing someone. Turn invisible to get
Advantage on your next attack. Get creative. I recommend allowing Nature's Veil on all rangers
using subclasses which I've rated green or lower. This is a powerful feature that can allow the
ranger to do a lot of stuff which normally requires magic, and the more powerful subclasses
don't need the additional tactical option to be competitive with other classes. Ability Scores For
the vast majority of rangers, Dexterity dominates the Ranger's abilities because rangers are
most effective in light armor using finesse weapons or ranged weapons. Constitution is always
helpful, and rangers should invest a little bit in Wisdom to support their spellcasting and crucial
skills like Perception. Strength-based builds are possible, but face additional difficulties not
faced by Dexterity-based builds. Half plate the best medium armor imposes Disadvantage on
Dexterity Stealth checks, and thrown weapons have much shorter range than bows. Rangers
are most likely to stick to one-handed melee weapons, and the rapier is just as good as any
one-handed weapon which you would use with Strength. You'll be able to use two-handed
melee weapons, but there's very little reason to do so when so much of the Ranger's damage
can come from Favored Foe and Hunter's Mark. To summarize: Strength-based builds suffer
immediate setbacks, and gain essentially no benefit. Take the Shillelagh cantrip and a ranged
attack cantrip like Produce Flame, and you can fight both in melee and at range using Wisdom
instead of Strength or Dexterity. Furthermore, your spellcasting will be more effective. However,
you'll likely resort to medium armor and suffer the same challenges Dexterity Stealth checks
faced by Strength-based builds. The improved spellcasting and Wisdom-based skills may be
worth the trade, but this is an unusual build. Since you have Dexterity for AC, you may as well
use it for weapons. Since you're using Dexterity for weapons, you can dump Strength. The only
exception is if you decide to use a polearm for some reason. Dex : Dexterity fuels the majority of
what the Ranger does. Even for builds that aren't Dexterity-based, you need at least 14 to fill out
the Dexterity cap on Half Plate. Con : As a martial character rangers should expect to draw a lot
of fire, so you need the hit points to handle it. Int : A bit for Investigation and Nature might be
nice, but you don't really need it. Wis : Adds to spells and eventually to Foe Slayer. Cha : Dump.
Dexterity bonuses are crucial, and bonuses to Constitution and Wisdom are helpful. The Ranger
is somewhat MAD, especially if you're going for a Strength-based build, so it's crucial that your
ability score increases support your build choices. If you're going for a melee build, look for
things that improve your durability like Constitution increases and damage resistances. If
you're going for a ranged build, you've got more space to explore things like flight and innate
spellcasting. If you're in a small party or if you're playing your party's Rogue-equivalent, look for
additional skill proficiencies. Note that setting-specific races like the Changeling and the Satyr
are addressed in setting-specific sections, below. However, the ability to customize the Winged
Tiefling means that the Aarakocra is less effective in every way except their 50 ft. Default Rules :
Bonus Dexterity, Wisdom, and flight. A perfect archery ranger. Transformation is still the big
reason to play the Aasimar. The damage bonus applies once per round, but it's wasted if you
don't hit, so you want to make as many attacks as possible. Fallen : The range is short so this is
only viable in melee, and the DC of the fear effect is Charisma-based so it will never be reliable.
Protector : Flight when you need it. Ideal for archery or thrown weapo builds. Scourge : Viable
in melee, but with d8 hit dice it's a huge gamble. Even if you start at full hit points and take no
damage, you'll typically need to end your Transformation early to keep from hitting 0 hp. Default
Rules : The Aasimar's traits are really fun, but without a Dexterity increase your options are
extremely limited. Fallen : A Strength increase looks like it will be enough for a Strength-based
build, but the secondary effect of Transformation is Charisma-based and the Ranger is already
too MAD to survive a Charisma dependency. Protector : A Wisdom increase could work with a
Druidic Warrior build, but that's the only way to make this viable. Scourge : Bad ability spread.
Default Rules : A Wisdom increase could work with a Druidic Warrior build, but that's the only
way to make this viable. Long-limbed is great for rangers focusing on damage output durability,
and Surprise Attack provides a great damage boost if you can go early in combat. I recommend
building around Dexterity and Constitution, and plan to rely primarily on two-weapon fighting

from just outside of your enemies reach. Reach is nice, and you get Stealth proficiency for free,
making it easier to keep up with other sneaky, skilled classes like the Rogue. The Bugbear may
be one of the best options for a Strength-based ranger build. Weirdly, Surprise Attack relies on
your going early in combat, which depends on you having high Dexterity. Frustrating, but not
insurmountable. Of course, Rangers can cast Darkvision, so you might prefer the skill
proficiency instead. The Dragonborn's signature trait is their breath weapon, but the damage
won't significantly exceed your weapon attacks unless you manage to hit three or more targets.
Default Rules : Bad ability spread, and even for a Strength-based build the Dragonborn isn't
good enough to get by. Hill PHB : Bonus hit points are always nice, especially since the
Ranger's d8 hit dice is small compared to front-line classes like the Fighter and the Paladin.
That means that you've got room to easily fit a feat into your build beyond level 1. Start with 17
in two scores probably Dexterity and Constitution , raise them both to 18 at level 4, and you're
off to a fantastic start. Default Rules : Nice and durable, but without a Dexterity increase your
options are limited. Get your Dexterity to 14 at first level and grab a pair of hand axes. Eladrin
MToF : The teleportation is neat, but the rider effects are all Charisma-based, so avoid
everything except Spring. Eladrin Variant DMG : Trade the standard Eladrin's rider effect for
four weapon proficiencies which you'll trade for tools. They're roughly equivalent, so choose
whichever you like better. High Elf PHB : Access to Booming Blade is tempting, but using it will
result in a significant reduction in damage output compared to using Hunter's Mark with more
frequent attacks. Shadar-Kai MToF : Great for melee builds, teleporting into melee with
resistance to damage makes it easy to dive into melee and focus on high-priority who might be
protected by their allies or otherwise difficult to reach. Without the advantage of having perfect
ability score increases, the Woof Elf's signature traits are a tiny speed increase and Mask of the
Wild, neither of which are going to make a significant difference. Default Rules : Dexterity and
free Perception proficiency. High Elf : Access to Booming Blade is tempting, but using it will
result in a significant reduction in damage output compared to using Hunter's Mark with more
frequent attacks. Shadar-Kai MToF : Dexterity and Constitution, coupled with a damage
resistance and the ability to teleport are a fantastic combination for the Ranger, especially if you
prefer melee combat. The Wood Elf is perhaps the most iconic race choice for the Ranger. The
innate spellcasting is somewhat situational, but thematically the Firbolg is a nice fit. Speech of
Beast and Leaf can be helpful if you're doing a lot of natury ranger stuff, and Hidden Step
mimics the benefits of the Nature's Veil feature a long time before you get access to it. Default
Rules : Decent ability increases and several excellent innate spellcasting options which fit the
theme of the ranger very well. Air : Play a race that can fly. Earth : Nothing new for the Ranger.
You can already cast Pass Without Trace. Fire : The Intelligence-based spellcasting is awful for
the Ranger. Water : Only in an aquatic campaign. Default Rules : Bonus Constitution is always
nice. Air : A bit of Dexterity, and Levitate is nice for archers provided that you don't need to
move horizontally. But at that point, why not just play a race that can fly? Fire : Bad ability
spread, and the Intelligence-based spellcasting is awful for the Ranger. Water : Wisdom works
for Druidic Warrior builds, but I would probably only try this in an aquatic campaign. Githyanki :
After you trade away the redundant proficiencies, you're left with one skill, five tools, and the
innate spellcasting. Mage Hand is neat, but Jump is borderline useless. You're here for Misty
Step. For most classes, that makes the Eladrin a better choice. But rangers are expected to have
more skills than most characters, so the extra skill proficiency may be worth the trade. Githzerai
: Resistance to common charm and fear conditions, and interesting innate spellcasting. Keep in
mind that you need a free hand to cast Shield, so the Githzerai loses effectiveness unless you're
using a two-handed weapon like a polearm or a bow. Default Rules : The Intelligence bonus is
wasted on the Ranger, and. It's easy to compare the Forest Gnome to the High Elf: you give up
the ability to pick your cantrip and a skill in exchange for Gnome Cunning. Rock PHB : Tinker is
not useful enough to make this appealing. Default Rules : Gnome Cunning is always nice, but
the Intelligence is wasted. Speak With Small Beasts is amusing, and if anyone's going to make it
useful it's the Ranger. Rock PHB : Bad ability spread. Nimble Escape helps you get out of melee
when you need to, enabling hit-and-run tactics and protecting ranged builds from getting
dragged into melee. Fury of the Small is a nice damage boost. Stone's Endurance will help make
up the durability gap between the Ranger and the Fighter. Default Rules : A viable option for a
Strength-based build. You also get Darkvision and Fey Ancestry. Darkness is the only party that
you'll benefit from consistently, and you can get that from several varieties of Tiefling which
may be a better fit. The ability increases allow you to be effective in the Ranger's full breadth of
capabilities without making huge sacrifices, and the two skills close the skill gap between the
Ranger and the Rogue, allowing you to thrive in non-combat roles, too. Default Rules : The
Charisma is totally wasted on the Ranger, but the other abilities are great. Half-Orc PHB
Customized Origin : It's nice to not be locked into a Strength-based build, but rearranging ability

scores doesn't address the big problem that the Half-orc's most distinguishing trait is only
impressive with a greataxe so half-orc players will likely keep their ability increases right where
they started. Default Rules : Passable for a Strength-based build, but Savage Attacks won't be
noteworthy since you're likely using two-weapon fighting with weapons that use d6 damage
dice. Consider the full Orc instead. A great starting point. Ghostwise SCAG : Silent Speech is
great for stealth, but unfortunately won't work with a Beast Companion because none of the
available companion choices can learn languages. You'll need to use it to communicate with the
humanoids in your party instead. Lightfoot PHB : Naturally Stealthy is only situationally useful
without Cunning Action to enable you to hide in combat without sacrificing your Action. Stout
PHB : Poison resistance is really nice. Poison damage is common. Basically any rubrace will
work with those traits as a basis. Silent Speech is cool, too, but unfortunately won't work with a
Beast Companion because none of the available companion choices can learn languages, so
you'll need to use it to communicate with the humanoids in your party instead. The Hobgoblin's
noteworthy feature is Saving Face. It provides a great way to turn near-miss failed rolls into
successes, especially if you have numerous alies nearby. This provides great insurance against
problematic saving throws, but you generally shouldn't waste it on an attack roll. Default Rules :
Bad ability spread. Default Rules : Versatile and fantastic at everything. Vanilla : Half of the
bonuses are totally wasted, but the Ranger is fairly MAD so the vanilla human's numerous
increases may somehow work out. A Strength-based build could more easily afford to hit 16
Strength, and 14 in Dexterity, Constitution, and Wisdom than most characters. Variant : You can
get crucial bonuses to your Dexterity and either Constitution or Wisdom, and you can get an
awesome feat at level 1. Expert Forgery and Mockery aren't particularly impactful. Default Rules
: Fantastic ability increases, and the free skills help close the skill gap between rangers and
rogues. Be sure to pick up Thieve's Tools proficiency if you're playing your party's
Rogue-equivalent. The Customizing Your Origin optional rule does little to change the Kobold
unless you're dead set on a Strength-based build for some reason. Pack Tactics is still geat,
and Sunlight Sensitivity is still a pain, but Pack Tactics conveniently provides a way to negate it.
Pack Tactics is absolutely unfair. Make as many attacks as you possibly can, and your damage
output will be reliably high. If you need an easy way to keep an ally in melee, play a Beast
Master and keep your companion in melee with your target. If you're fine with Hungry Jaws
being unreliable, you can build around Dexterity and hit 20 AC with a shield and 20 Dexterity.
Default Rules : Extremely durable, though the lack of a Strength or Dexterity you'll likely want to
pursue a Druidic Warrior build. The Lizardfolk's natural armor will allow you to exceed the AC
offered by light or medium armor once you reach 20 Dexterity, though that will likely take a long
time to achieve. Among the better aquatic options, Leviathan Will provides a robust defensive
option against a long list of harmful status conditions which any fighter is sure to face. Default
Rules : Increases to both Strength and Dexterity make it easier to build a Strength-based build
because you can more easily afford 16 Strength and 14 Dexterity without making sacrifices
elsewhere, though sticking to Dexterity still works fine. Two additional skills help close the skill
gap with Rogue, and Leviathan Will protects you from several annoying status conditions.
Taken as a whole, the Locathah is a versatile and capable race which can work in a variety of
builds. Orc VGtM Note that errata has corrected the multiple versions of the Orc to all provide
the same traits. The Intelligence decrease has been removed, and the Primal Intuition now
allows selecting two skills from a list. The Orc of Exandria entry from Explorer's Guide to
Wildemount omits the Powerful Build trait, but it's not clear if that was an intentional change. A
great option for any melee build, Aggressive allows you to quickly close to melee without
sacrificing your Action to Dash, but keep in mind that it will conflict with crucial Bonus Action
options like two-weapon fighting, Hunter's Mark, and many subclass features, so your first
round will necessarily result in less damage output than you might expect if you spend your
Bonus Action to get into melee. Compare that to the Tabaxi, which provides similar benefits but
is less dependent on your Bonus Action. Default Rules : A good option for an aggressive
Strength-based melee build, the Orc's Aggressive helps close to melee quickly, and the two
skills help to close the skill gap between the Ranger and the Rogue. Where the Goliath is sturdy
and safe, the Orc is comparably high risk but also high reward. Feline Agility is the Tabaxi's
signature skill. It's roughly equivalent to the Orc's Aggressive, but it also allows you to run
away rather than only toward an enemy and doesn't eat your Bonus Action so it's arguably a
litle better. Default Rules : Kenku is a better option, but the two provide similar benefits. The
innate spellcasting is Charisma-based, so anything which requires an attack or a save is
difficult for the Ranger to use. Darkness is the biggest benefit here, but remember that you don't
have a way to see in magical darkness. Baalzebul MToF : The spells are too offensive to be
useful. Dispater MToF : Situational utility options. Fierna MToF : The spells are too offensive to
be useful. Glasya MToF : The Innate Spellcasting provides some useful stealth options which

feel at home on the Arcane Trickster, but which are not typically available to rangers. Mammon
MToF : The spells are too offensive to be useful. Mephistopheles MToF : The spells are too
offensive to be useful. Zariel MToF : The spells are too offensive to be useful. All it does is
rearrange your ability score increases. You trade some of the Aarakocra's speed for Darkvision
and damage resistance. It's a good trade. Default Rules : The standard Tiefling's ability scores
are terrible for a Ranger, but the other traits are fun, and the Feral variant subrace does a bit
better. The biggest issue is that Charisma does very little for the Ranger, the Charisma increase
is one of the Tiefling's biggest benefits, and all of the Tiefling's innate spellcasting options are
Charisma-based. Your best bet is to combine the Feral variant with a subrace which provides
usable spellcasting or with the Winged variant. Baalzebul MToF : Bad ability spread, and the
spells are too offensive to be salvageable. Fierna MToF : Bad ability spread, and the spells are
too offensive to be salvageable. The Innate Spellcasting provides some useful stealth options
which feel at home on the Arcane Trickster, but which are not typically available to rangers.
Mammon MToF : Bad ability spread, and the spells are too situational to justify. Mephistopheles
MToF : Bad ability spread, and the spells are too situational to justify. Zariel MToF : Bad ability
spread, and the spells are too offensive to be salvageable. It's still a good choice, but the
Aarakocra's ability increases are sligthly better for the Ranger. Having your AC fixed at 17
means that Strength-based and Wisdom-based builds are both considerably easier because you
don't need to raise Dexterity to 14 to max out medium armor. Default Rules : Tortle natural
armor matches the AC cap for medium armor. That means that you get the same AC as other
Strength-based rangers without needing to get 14 Dexterity to fill out your armor and without
suffering Disadvantage on Dexterity Stealth checks, allowing you to easily focus one increasing
other ability scores instead. The tortle's ability scores are perfect for a Strength-based ranger,
and you even get Survival for free. Like the half-elf, having three increases is great for a MAD
class like the Ranger. Unfortunately, the innate spellcasting is situational and Charisma-based
so the Triton isn't quite as effective as the standard Half-Elf. Default Rules : Not awful, but the
triton doesn't complement the ranger's spellcasting or skills. Telepathic Insight protects you
from the most common mental saves. Black Blood Healing will help pad your hit dice a little bit,
especially since it's disproportionately helpful with small hit dice d8 is small compared to the
Fighter's d Limited Telepathy is great for sneaky rangers, too. A good package for a durable
ranger. The innate spellcasting is garbage, but spamming Animal Friendship on snakes feels
like a thing that rangers would do, so maybe you can make it useful somehow. Setting-specific
races are address below. Not every setting allows every race, and while most races presented in
the core rules and in content for the Forgotten Realms can be used in other settings, races
specific to settings like Ravnica aren't typically allowed in other settings. Talk to your DM about
what races are allowed in your game. Shapechanger is neat, but very situational and won't be
consistently useful in most games. Instead, consider a race that can cast Disguise Self as an
innate spell. Default Rules : Shapechanger is neat, but the Charisma increase doesn't cater well
to the Ranger's typical skillset, and the Changeling's skill options are mostly Charisma-based
so it's not as effective as choices like the Orc or the Tabaxi. Resistance to psychic damage is
nice, though psychic damage isn't common. Dual Mind provides an important defense, but
other options like the Yuan-Ti Pureblood and the Verdan are more appealing and may be more
broadly effective at protecting you from stuff that hurts your brains. Default Rules : An exciting
choice for a Druidic Warrior build, the Kalasthar's Wisdom increase and mental defenses are
exciting, but they have nothing that makes them more physically durable and they don't get
additional skills so their capabilities as a ranger are very limited. The Shifter's signature trait is
Shifting, which is a Bonus Action combat buff which works great for most fighters. It's a decent
buff on its own, and your subrace will offer additional effects. Beasthide : A bigger pool of
temporary hit points and a modest AC bonus can help melee rangers stand on the front lines
unassisted for short periods. Longtooth : An interesting way to get an extra attack from your
Bonus Action. The attack is Strength-based, so this works best on Strength-based melee builds
which aren't using two-weapon fighting. Swiftstride : A good option for archery builds. Use the
Shifting Feature to safely escape enemies who attempt to engage you in melee. On your turn,
shoot them from 10 ft. Of course, the Goblin can do this without limit, so while this is a good
benefit it's not unique. Wildhunt : The shifting feature is borderline useless. Beasthide :
Strength is a hard choice for the Ranger, but not impossible, and the additional durability from
Beasthide's Shifting can let the Ranger stand as a front-line Defender for brief periods.
Longtooth : If you're fighting in melee and not using two-weapon fighting, you're not using your
Bonus Action to get extra damage out of Hunter's Mark. This offers a way to do that while still
using either a shield or a two-handed weapon, though remember that the attack is
Strength-based so you'll either need to build around Strength or you'll need to suffer having an
unreliable bite attacj. Wildhunt : The best ability spread of the Shifter's subraces, but the

Shifting Feature is nearly unusable for the Ranger. You can move the Constitution increase
around, but increasing Constitution is still the best way to use that increase. Default Rules : The
ability increases work fine thanks to the flexibility ability increase, and the bonus resistances
and bonus AC make you abnormally durable for a ranger. Dragonmarks While the design intent
for Dragonmarks was that they would offer some innate spellcasting for everyone, every
dragonmark includes an expanded spell list which is arguably a more significant benefit than
most of the provided racial traits. Because the expanded spell options are such an important
part of the dragonmarks, if you're not playing a spellcaster you're giving up a huge part of your
racial traits, which makes it exceptionally difficult to justify playing a dragonmark character who
can't cast spells. Dragonmark traits replace some of your normal racial traits, as described in
the entry for each Dragonmark. Customized Origin :. Rearrange the Wisdom increase into
Constitution, and you're set up for a very effective Strength-based melee build. Grab Mobile and
consider casting Longstrider, and you can do hit-and-run tactics with as many attacks as
two-weapon fighting while still using a shield or a two-handed weapon. Default Rules : An
interesting choice for a Strength-based melee build. Charge provides similar benefits to
two-weapon fighting while allowing you to use a shield, allowing you to achieve a unique blend
of durability and speed. Throw Mobile into the mix and you can easily achieve very effective
hit-and-run tactics. Default Rules : An excellent option for a Druidic Warrior build, though not a
good choice for other builds. The Loxodon's natural armor is Constitution-based, and with the
Loxodon's Constitution increase you can easily match the AC progress of rangers in light armor
while splitting your increases between just two ability scores instead of three or four as is
typical for the Ranger. Beyond that, the Loxodon's other traits provide defenses against
common charm and fear conditions and some situational bonuses to Wisdom-based skills
which you'll be very well-suited to use. Default Rules : While the Minotaur is typically a great
choice for Strength-based characters, it's a hard choice for the Ranger. Hammering Horns eats
your Bonus Action, which is hard for rangers since you typically rely on two-weapon fighting or
some other Bonus Action damage boost Planar Warrior, etc. You also never get more than two
attacks, so unlike the Fighter you won't get much benefit out of knocking a foe prone since
you'll get at most one attack against them befor ethey can stand back up. Default Rules :
Fantastic and versatile, but the Ranger can replicate most of the Animal Enhancement options
using either spells or class features so the Simic Hybrid's usefulness is diminished compared
to many other classes. Vedalken Dispassion is a powerful defense, and Tireless Precision can
provide useful bonuses with skills and tools. Daunting Roat provides a great crowd control
effect, and since the DC is Constitution-based it should be reasonably reliable, assuming you
go for a Dexterity-based build so you're not extremely MAD. Default Rules : A possibility for
Strength-based builds, but you may struggle to keep your Constitution high enough to keep
Daunting Roar effective. Not quite as durable as the Yuan-Ti Pureblood, but you give up that
durability for extra skills which are important on a class like the Ranger which is generally
serving as the party's rogue-equivalent. Everything else is hard for the Ranger to use.
Dragonborn PHB Wildemount presents two new Dragonborn variants, each replacing the
standard Dragonborn's ability score increases and damage resistance. Wildemount elves share
the core traits of PHB elves, but Wildemount adds two new subraces. See above for more
information on other elf subraces. See above for information on other halfling subraces.
Wildemount uses the updated Orc racial traits rather than the original traits published in Volo's
Guide to Monsters. Athletics Str : Rangers are Dexterity-based and don't have a good way to
make use of Shove or Grapple. Insight Wis : Rangers need a bit of Wisdom, so pick this up to
back up your party's Face. Investigation Int : Very useful, especially if you're serving as your
party's Rogue-equivalent, but Intelligence isn't a great ability for Rangers. Nature Int : Your only
knowledge skill. It's a good skill, but Intelligence is hard for Rangers. Perception Wis : With high
Wisdom there is no reason not to take this. Stealth Dex : Rangers don't strictly need to be
stealthy, but with hight Dexterity it certainly doesn't hurt. Survival Wis : Situational, but if
anyone was going to take this it should be a Ranger. Background This section does not address
every published background, as doing so would result in an ever-growing list of options which
don't cater to the class. Instead, this section will cover the options which I think work especially
well for the class, or which might be tempting but poor choices. Racial feats are discussed in
the Races section, above. Rangers can get every skill that they need with their three class skill
choices. If you're acting as your party's Rogue-equivalent, pick up Thieves' Tools proficiency.
Otherwise, pick up whatever you want. Many backgrounds will give you bonus languages, but
with no social skills the Ranger has no way to make use of them. If you're having trouble
deciding, here are some suggestions:. This section does not address every published feat, as
doing so would result in an ever-growing list of options which don't cater to the class. Instead,
this section will cover feats which I think work especially well for the class or which might be

tempting but poor choices. This section briefly details so obvious and enticing multiclass
options, but doesn't fully explore the broad range of multiclassing combinations. For more on
multiclassing, see my Practical Guide to Multiclassing. Scarcely a sound betrays the approach
of the dusky-hued man standing before you. Indeed, not a single broken twig or trampled leaf
marks his passage. Though he stands in a relaxed position, his copper eyes are in a permanent
half-squint, keenly looking for signs of danger, senses sharpened by countless seasons spent
hunting in his favorite terrain. His thumbs are tucked into his wide leather belt, of a piece with
the leather armor worn surreptitiously under his earth-toned cloak, hands placed for a fast draw
of his well-worn but carefully maintained fighting daggers. The longbow on his back has seen
some use, certainly, but a practiced eye reveals that this ranger prefers to get into the thick of
things when trouble starts. If you need a functional build with nothing fancy or complicated, this
is a great place to start. The Hunter is an excellent scout and striker, and it has enough decision
points that you can tailor it to your tastes. Perhaps the most defining build choice we make is
our choice of Fighting Style. Rangers get just two options, so it's really a choice between melee
and ranged. Melee will have higher damage output, especially with Crossbow Expert off limits
due to our SRD-only limitations for staple builds, but melee is also much more risky. I'll present
suggestions for both choices. Abilities We will make some adjustments to the point-buy abilities
recommended above to capitalize on the human ability score increases. Depending on which
skills and background you select, you might switch Intelligence and Charisma. You could
shuffle around the ability scores and select Halfling or even High Elf if you'd prefer, but we'll go
with Human to keep things simple. We get three from the Ranger's proficiencies and two from
our background, so we'll need to skip one. Deception isn't great, but we want Stealth and
Thieves' Tools will let you stand in for a rogue. Folk Hero would also work, but I think Thieves'
Tools are important enough that proficiency makes Criminal the better choice. It's a little
concerning how many of my "Staple Builds" use the criminal background. It's purely for
character optimization reasons, but it still feels odd. Feats Rangers get far more ability
increases than they can reasonably use, making feats an excellent option. Once you're
comfortable with the game and you've hit 20 Dexterity, consider exploring feats. Skilled will
expand your proficiencies, and there are a number of excellent options to boost your combat
abilities like Dual Wielder and Sharpshooter. Levels Level Feat s and Features Notes and
Tactics 1 Favored Enemy Natural explorer For your starting equipment, choose leather armor as
much as we want the AC from scale mail, Disadvantage on Stealth is a problem , two short
swords or two daggers , either pack, and the longbow and arrows. Favored Enemy is
immediately a difficult choice. At level 1 you may have no idea what you'll face at level 2, let
alone at level You get to select additional favored enemeis later, but you get a total of just 3 over
your entire career. Talk to your DM to see if they're willing you offer suggestions Natural
Explorer requires you to select a Favored Terrain, which presents all the same challenges as a
Favored Enemey. At level 1 you might be exploring forests, but by level 10 you might be lost in
the Underdark for the rest of your characters' life. You have no way to know, and no way to later
change your decision. Talk to your DM to see if they're willing to offer suggestions. At this level,
do some experimenting. Try melee. Try archery. Try sneaking around. Get to know your
character and get a sense of where you fit into the rest of your party before you're locked into a
fighting style. Spellcasting introduces a lot of interesting options. You get just 2 spell slots, but
fortunately you can get a lot of mileage out of your spells. Hunter's Mark is a particularly
important part of the Ranger's repertoire. Cast it as soon as you go into a fight or beforehand if
that's an option to maximize the extra damage you can get. With a 1-hour duration, you can
easily stretch one spell slot through every encounter you'll face between short rests. On days
when you stop to take a long rest, cast Goodberry with all of your remaining spell slots. There's
no cap on how many hit points you can heal from Goodberry, so each casting gives you and
your party 10 hit points worth of healing that you can consume between fights to stretch other
resources like hit dice and other healing magic. If you took Fighting Style: Archery, take
Hordebreaker. Lesser Restoration allows you to contribute your limited healing capabilities, and
Spike Growth provides an excellent area control option. Pass Without Trace offers a significant
bonus to Dexterity Stealth checks, allowing even clumsy, heavily-armored party members to
accompany you with a decent chance of going unnoticed. All of the same issues apply, but
hopefully by now you know where the bulk of the campaign will be taking place and who the
primary antagonists are. Escape the Horde is tempting for melee builds, but at that point just
Disengage and make better use of your next turn. Nothing at this level except 3rd-level spells.
You get some fun options like Conjure Animals, but remember that anything which requires
Concentration will conflict with Hunter's Mark. You can also cast Hunter's Mark as a 3rd-level
spell to make it last 8 hours, allowing you to stretch a single casting all day long provided that
you can maintain Concentration. Hopefully you've covered enough bases that you'll never be

outside of your favored terrain. Hide in Plain Sight isn't what it was in previous editions. In
previous editions you could simply hide where you stood. I guess WotC realized how
problematic that was without using a spell, so now you need to spend some time camouflaging
yourself. Since it takes a full minute and requires you to remain still, you'll need to use this for
spying on or ambushing enemies. Combine it with Spike Growth and you can turn an area into a
killing field with a few minutes of preparation. Volley is for archers, and Whirlwind Attack is for
two-weapon fighters. However, note that neither of these actions is the "Attack" action, so you
can't actually do two-weapon fighting, and if you took Crossbow expert you can't use the bonus
action extra attack. Either way, Multiattack won't be your go-to option. Look for opportunities to
use it, but in most cases enemies won't be neatly clustered enough for you to get more attacks
from Multiattack than from a normal Attack. We started with 16 Wisdom, which is absolutely
plenty for the ranger, so focus on increasing your Constitution instead to get the extra hit
points. Your AC is going to be stuck at 17 for the rest of your character's career excluding
spells and magic items so you need all the durability you can get. The one counter-point which
might convince you to increase Wisdom instead of Constitution is Foe Slayer. Foe Slayer is
based on your Wisdom bonus, and it's pretty good. Unfortunately, it's 8 levels off, and if you
don't live to level 20 it won't matter how high your Wisdom is. This is very exciting, but with just
4 spells included in the SRD you have very few options. Disclaimer RPGBOT uses the color
coding scheme which has become common among Pathfinder build handbooks, which is
simple to understand and easy to read at a glance. Red : Bad, useless options, or options which
are extremely situational. Orange : OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare
circumstances. Green : Good options. Blue : Fantastic options, often essential to the function of
your character. Default Rules : The Intelligence bonus is wasted on the Ranger, and Githyanki :
The Strength bonus, one skill, and Misty Step once per day are nice, but compare that to the
Shadar-Kai: the Githyanki provides similar benefits, but adds the challenges of a
Strength-based build. Githzerai : Tempting for a Druidic Warrior build at a glance, but you can't
cast Shield without a hand free and going without a mundane shield isn't worth the risk, so
there's minimal benefit here. Human Customized Origin : Standard : With perfect ability scores
on the table for every race, there is no reason to play the Standard Human. Customized Origin :
Mark of Warding : While most of the benefits are situational, Mark of Warding has some
interesting benefits for a Dexterity-based ranger. The bonus with Thieves' Tools isn't quite as
good as Expertise, but it's helpful. Armor of Agathys is new to the Ranger's spell list, and
provides both an easy source of temporary hit points closing the durability gap between the
Ranger and the Fighter , and a way to punish enemies for hitting you. Default Rules : Mark of
Warding : Bad ability spread. Customized Origin : Mark of Shadow : You almost certainly won't
benefit from the Persuasion bonus, but the remainder of the subrace's traits give the Ranger a
lot of capabilities similar to the Arcane Tricksters. Combined with the Elf's base traits, this is an
excellent way to split the difference between the Ranger and the Rogue. Default Rules : Mark of
Shadow : The base Dexterity increase from the Elf is a great start, and Mark of Shadow's new
spellcasting adds numerous interesting options which typically aren't available to the Ranger.
Customized Origin : Mark of Scribing : The skills and innate spellcasting don't help the Ranger,
and the spells which are new to the Ranger's spell list are very situational. Default Rules : Mark
of Scribing : Bad ability spread. Customized Origin : Mark of Detection : See Invisibility is a
great addition to the Ranger, and the expanded divination options help improve your
capabilities as a Scout. Mark of Storm : Everything here is situational, so you may have trouble
making the racial traits and new spells consistently useful. Default Rules : Mark of Detection :
The flexible ability increase can go into Strength or Dexterity probably Dexterity , and the added
divination option allow the Ranger to expand their already excellent scouting capabilities. Mark
of Storm : The ability increases are good enough, and the spells add some interesting options,
but most of them are very situational so you may not get a lot out of the new spell options.
Customized Origin : Mark of Finding : This is a great fit for a high-Wisdom ranger, even if you're
not primarily built around Wisdom. The skill bonuses are both on Wisdom-based skills, and
while many of the dragonmark spells are already on the Ranger's spell list, you get some great
new additions like Faerie Fire. Default Rules : Mark of Finding : Workable for a Druidic Warrior
build, but the spells aren't good enough to make you viable unless you're using Wisdom in
combat. Customized Origin : Mark of Healing : The added healing options allow you to cover
many of the core healing options which typically require a dedicated divine spellcaster.
Granted, Cure Wounds and Lesser Restoration are already on the Ranger's spell list, but this
adds the ever-crucial Healing Word, and reduces the strain on your limited number of spell slots
and spells known. Mark of Hospitality : The most interesting addition to your spell list is Aid,
which is already available if you're using the Additional Ranger Spells Optional Class Feature.
Default Rules : Mark of Healing : Great ability score increases, and the added healing options

allow you to cover many of the core healing options which typically require a dedicated divine
spellcaster. Mark of Hospitality : The ability score increases include a crucial Dexterity increase,
but the spellcasting isn't as good as what you get from Mark of Healing, and. Mechanically, the
final racial traits are identical. Mark of Handling : If there is anyone who can use Mark of
Handling well, it's the Ranger, but even that it is a stretch. The ability score increases are good,
the skill bonuses are good, and you get several spells from the Druid spell list which expand
your ability to work with animals. But that doesn't solve the issue that Beasts and
low-Intelligence Monstrosities are a small portion of the monster manual, so the whole spell list
is situational at best. Mark of Sentinel : The skill bonuses are both excellent for the Ranger, and
the spellcasting adds numerous excellent options to protect your and your allies.
Wisdom-based builds may find Compelled Duel and Counterspell appealing, but if you're built
around Strength or Dexterity you can still benefit greatly from spells like Shield and Shield of
Faith. Mark of Making : The ability score increases are workable, and there are some interesting
spellcasting options. Mark of Passage : Perfect ability score increases, and the spellcasting
adds capabilities normally limited to the Planeswalker. In fact, a mark of passage planeswalker
ranger would be an incredible master of teleportation and quick movement. Mark of Sentinel :
Without a Strength or Dexterity increase you're limited to Wisdom-based Druidic Warrior builds,
but that may actually be the best choice anyway. Compelled Duel requires saving throws from
the target, and having a reliably high spell DC will allow you to use it to reliably draw attention
away from your allies. But be cautious if you go that route: you're not as durable as a paladin.
Ravenite EGtW : Vengeful Assault is great on a class which frequently relies on making multiple
attacks to repeatedly apply Hunter's Mark. Ravenite EGtW : Probably the best option if you want
a dragonborn ranger, but you'll still need to stick to a Strength-based build. Consider the Glasya
Tiefling instead. The skill bonuses are good, and while the innate spellcasting isn't great,
casting Invisibility once per day is much more broadly useful than Mask of the Wild. Facebook
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bird icon on a blue background. For your starting equipment, choose leather armor as much as
we want the AC from scale mail, Disadvantage on Stealth is a problem , two short swords or two
daggers , either pack, and the longbow and arrows. By now you've hopefully had enough time
to decide between fighting at range or in melee. Any martial class loves Extra Attack. Favored
Enemy improvements Natural Explorer improvements. Choose another favored enemy and
another favored terrain. Multiattack Defense is the best option for Defensive Tactics. Your AC
now hits its maximum at 17 in studded leather, and your attacks and damage improve. Your last
favored terrain. Multiattack is split into a clearly melee-oriented option and a clearly ranged
option. With maximized Dexterity, it's time to start improving other ability scores. Nothing at
this level except 4th-level spells. Vanish is considerably more useful for archers than it is for
melee rangers, but even a melee ranger is good with a bow. If you need to avoid attention, jump
in a bush and snipe things. Rogues get both Evasion and Uncanny Dodge, but you are forced to
choose one or the other. I recommend Evasion for archery builds and Uncanny Dodge for melee
builds. Nothing at this level except 5th-level spells, and the SRD contains just two 5th-level
Ranger spells. Look at your lower-level spells for options that work well when cast with a
higher-level spell slot. Invisible creatures were a problem long before this. Hopefully by this
level you've found a solution to that challenge, but Feral Senses is likely a better solution.
You're now as durable as you can get, which is nice considering that your AC is still stuck at 17,
while enemies' attack bonuses and damage have gradually climbed over time. If you're doing
alright with 18 Constitution, you might increase Wisdom instead to get another point out of Foe
Slayer now that it's only one level away. Foe Slayer can turn a miss into a hit since you can use
it after the roll is made, so the primary use case is as an attack bonus. If you make it to your last
attack for the turn and all of your attacks either hit or rolled too low to save, use Foe Slayer for
the bonus damage. You can use it once every turn, and you should make every effort to do so.
We've started over! So don't try posting here. Go here: Welcome, Guest. Please login or
register. Author Topic: The 3. Antarx Monkey bussiness Posts: 11 English-language-butcher.
Last update Yes, please. Replaces 1st level favoured enemy. Champion of the wild: CC
Exchange your spells with 4 feats, but most of the feats listed sucks. If you plan to have less
than 8 ranger levels, can be a fair trade, but only if you strongly need some of those feats.
Seems a bad trade. Replaces favoured enemy. Skilled City-Dweller: Ci WE If you don't want a
mounted warrior, exchange ride with tumble as class skill is a great trade. Even if you want to
ride from time to time, a military saddle and a good Wis modifier is more than enough. Replaces
skills. Spiritual connection: CC Interesting trade, specially if you have low Cha, or if plan to give
specific orders to your companion in combat. Useful to flanker warriors. Replaces wild empathy
Track in water: Sto Campaign dependant, but good for aquatic environments. Replaces track
and swift tracker Trap expert: Du Campaign dependant, but if you are planning to get the

trapfinding ability form some other source, forget this one. If not, you can trade your Track
ability, and later, get track with your own feats. But still you are loosing swift tracker. Useful to
skillmonkey rangers. If you want to travel thought the planes, may be interesting, but, in this
case, is better to buy a wand of comprehend languages for your wizard. Replaces track
Level:3rd heat endurance: Sa A good trade for hot environments. Replaces standard animal
companion Level:4th Animal companion: Fr A Alternative to standard animal companions.
Replaces standard animal companion Distracting attack: PHB2 Note that the enemy is only
considered flanked against the first attack, and that this feature doesn't improve when you gain
levels. Useful to archer-thrower rangers. Pounce, decent stats, and immunity to fear for you
both. If only he could somehow qualify for the draconic aura feat, it would be great. Useful to
skillmonkey rangers or anyone that uses to go forward to exploring. Is better than a standard
familiar. Remember that animal companions only gain 1 sp per level due Int modifier penalty ,
and the familiar is smarter, and have the same skills as you. Replaces animal companion
Level:7th Aquatic woodland stride: Sto Campaign dependant. A fair trade for aquatic
environments. Replaces woodland stride Sandskimmer: Sa Campaign dependant, for desert
characters. You can only redirect them if they missed. Evasion saves you from half damage.
This ability, saves you from Of course, if in your build appears evasion twice, that feature is
better than nothing. The bonuses to hide seems good, but the HipS replacement Still, useful at
first level. And the bonuses, too. Note that the bonuses applies to different from standard skills.
I prefer to gain another FE. Giants is a very good choice. A very good trade if you are interested
for burrowing mammals. Interesting option. A bit better than the cityscape urban tracking see
above Replaces track 4th: Spell replacement. You loses more spells than you gain, but they are
much better. Replaces spells 13th: Skill mastery. If not, forget it. Replaces standard combat
style 4th: A bump to your druid level for animal companion. Yes, please Replaces standard
animal companion progression 5th: Definitively, not. Is much better to get another FE Replaces
5th level favoured enemy. Shifter Ranger RoE 1st : Wis to wild empathy. A good trade. Replaces
Cha to wild empathy 4th: At low to mid levels, this is a better option. Replaces share spells 9th:
Good option if you have a lot of shifter feats. The template will hurt your poor Druid levels, but a
celestialor fiendish creature has some resistances, and a Int score of Its simply great. Now, you
can give specific orders to your companion. Its recommended to get the companion with the
most HDs possible, and get natural bond feat to improve it. Seems fair. Replaces swift tracker
13th: Campaign dependant. Seems a good trade in a planar campaign. I'm not sure about it.
Replaces improved combat style 8th: Analyse portal. Campaign dependant, but in most cases,
is a bad trade. If in your party everyone is a Mistra follower, this is a nice ability. Replaces
endurance 4th: Bonus spells. If you plan to multiclass, this may be a better option than a weak
animal companion. Replaces animal companion 4th: Improved spellcasting? And caster levels
stacking? A great ability for Gish characters. Not so bad. A bad trade. Is too much specialized to
be useful. Replaces the entire ranger Wild shaping Ranger: UA A interesting trade for rangers
that want another kind of fighting style. Is a nice trade for scouting. Note that not all of them are
ranger class skills, and of course, you probably haven't enough skill points to take all of them.
You must choose what skills you want. I had write some reasons to take it, or to leave it except
the most obvious , and the suggested total bonus or total skill points to max the benefits.
Choose wisely. Balance: You need at least 5 ranks, to maintain your dex bonus over slippery
surfaces. Also, they can be useful to make a distraction to hide. Is a opposed check, but at
least, you have a chance. Climb: Campaign dependant, but, in general, good for archers. A few
ranks probably don't hurt you much. If you can't invest sp here, buy a rope or a few spider climb
potions, or get a companion with climb speed. Concentration: Most of your spells have a swift
casting time, meaning tat you don't need to cast defensively. But just in case, if you can Craft:
To archers, a few ranks in craft arrow making can save some gp, or more important, allow them
to make arrows when they can reach a town to buy more. If you plan to take trophy collector
PHB2 feat, it will give you extra gp. Decipher Script: A single point or half point allow you to
make the check. Diplomacy: Unless you trade skills, forget this one. Disable device: If you get
this skill as a class skill AND you have the trapfinding ability, max it. If not, don't bother, and try
to evade the traps, or buy a summon nature ally I wand, and summon monkeys to active the
trap. Handle animal: The DC are fixed in most cases. Hide: This is a opposed check. Max it, or
leave it. You have spells to make yourself invisible, just in case, or you can buy potions. But if
you leave it, you are wasting 2 useful class abilities. Jump: 1 point to count as trained and avoid
falling prone is a good idea. If you face cliffs or pits every day, invest a few more ranks here.
Knowledge: 1 rank allows you to make checks. In any case, the best part is make checks to get
information about monsters. Buy at least 1 rank in Dungeoneering aberrations, oozes nature for
animal, fey, giants, monstrous humanoids, plants, vermin and half rank in arcana constructs,
dragons, magical beasts religion undead and the planes outsiders, elementals. Listen: Max this

one or leave it. Move silently: Max it or leave it. Open lock: A single 1 sp or half point , with a
decent Dex, and masterwork thieves tools gives you good chances to open most locks. And you
can always take 20 or sunder the lock, but that makes a lot of noise Ride: If you are a munted
character, max it. If not, buy a military saddle. That will be enough. Search: If you have the
trapfinding ability, or you are an elf for secret doors or a dwarf for stonecunning , max it. If not,
leave it, and take 20 when you need search something. Sense motive: A cross class skill with
opposed checks. Do not bother with it. Sleight of hand: Half rank is a good investment to be
trained, just in case. Speak language: What is the good part of infiltrate in the enemy camp, if
you don't understand what they say? Spellcraft: It's always nice to identify what is casting the
enemy. Half rank allows you to make the check. Spot: Max it or leave it. Survival: Max it. If you
have changed the track feature with some other skill, leave it. Swim: Have you ever read the
drowning rules? Put a few ranks here, just in case. Tumble: Useful to avoid AoO, half rank allow
you to try. If you don't plan a mounted character, trade this skill with ride See Skilled
City-Dweller, above. Use magic device: If you have a positive Cha modifier or 0, put half rank
here. Its always handy a little chance to use a healing staff. Use rope: A few ranks don't hurt you
much, but it's not very important. Skill tricks: Some good skill tricks for rangers. They appeared
from first time in the Complete Scoundrel. Back on Your Feet: Stand up from prone as
immediate action. Clarity of Vision: The best trick. Take it. Collector of Stories: A nice bonus to
trained knowledges to get information about monsters. Conceal Spellcasting: Not so great for a
ranger, but still, can be useful. Corner Perch: Interesting for archers. Listen to This: Useful if
you play a campaign with lots of intrigue. Nimble Charge: Good for melee rangers. Nimble
Stand: Stand up from prone. Much like Back on Your Feet but note that you can't use twice the
same trick in the same encounter Twisted Charge: Great against summoners or saboteur
spellcasters. They can ruin your charge interposing obstacles Walk the Walls: Much like
Twisted Charge , with some other applications. Had you ever played Prince of Persia? These are
the most interesting feats to chose. Good for any skilled ranger, and even better if you plan a
multiclass build. Good if you have essentia to spend. That allows you to flank a foe with your
companion and remain at 5' to share spells at the same time. What's the great part? Is that the
feat can be chose by your companion with his own feats, giving you all the benefits without
invest anything. Re-roll every concealment miss chance is great. And also allow you to retain
your dex against invisible attacks. Cleave: PHB Good for 2 handed, but nothing else. Combat
casting: PHB Unless you gain spells from others classes, that feat is a bad choice. Most of your
spells doesn't provoke AoO. And, even in that case, skill focus concentration is much better.
Combat expertise: PHB A bad choice, but requisite for some other feats. Also, prerequisite for
some others good feats. Companion Spellbond: PHB2 Great if you have a strong companion
and if you have lots of spells you can share ANY spell you cast, not only ranger class spells. If
not, Adaptable Flanker can do the same work, but without investing your valuables feats.
Darkstalker: LoM Awesome feat. It allows you to hide from enemies with special senses like
tremorsense. It that wasn't enough, also allows you to flank enemies with all around vision
Diehard: PHB Bad feat. Instead, take a cleric cohort. Dodge: PHB A bad feat, but prerequisite for
spring attack and some other feats. If you don't need it as prerequisite to anything else, forget
it. Draconic aura: DM Average feat for you, a really good one for your companion because if free
, especially if you choose a dragonblooded creature, like Phynxkin. Recomended auras:
resistance, senses, swiftness and toughness. Exalted companion: BoED Much like the planar
ranger levels, the exalted companion is a intelligent creature can learn languages so you can
give him specific orders. Note: the 3. Favoured power attack: PHB Much like power attack. You
must be evil. Very interesting for twin wielders. Foe hunter: CR You gain a favoured enemy form
a narrow list. Campaign dependant, but extra favoured enemy looks better Greater manyshoot:
XPH Allows you to use manyshoot agaist diferent targets, and the best of, to add precision
based damage to each arrow, and all of them can be a critical score. Simply great for ranged
characters. Hidden talent: XPH The improved version of the wild talent feat. You must check
with your DM about his availability. Also, you need a Char of 11 or higher. You will net 2 pp and
1 psionic power, and the ability to use psionic feats. Your caster level is low, and so the DC, so
it's suggested to take powers that buff yourself, like Expansion, force screen, or prescience
offensive. Improved buckler defence: CW The Best way to get shield bonuses to armour class
for twin wielders or 2 handers. Improved critical: PHB Great for twin wielders. You can apply the
benefit to both weapons. Improved favoured enemy: CW Good for ranger with lots of favoured
enemies. Improved initiative: PHB Good for ranged or spellcaster characters, not so good for
melee ones except you had pounce ability If you moves, you can make only one attack. Its
better to let the enemy approaches to you, and full attack him. In the other hand, you always can
delay your initiative, or move to a strategic position. If you have feats to spend, this is a good
choice. Improved rapid shoot: CW Good to archers , great for throwers due the manyshoot

problem. I Think that greater manyshoot is better than this feat, but that depends on the build.
Improved shield bash: PHB required to be a sword and board. He has more bonuses. Item
creation feats: PHB forget them. If you need, work with somebody that has the feat needed.
Leadership: PHB The best feat in the game. This allow you to get another character. What do
you need? Take a cleric. Need buffs? Take a bard, or a marshall. A full character to work.
Probably, your leadership score must be low. Cha is mostly your dump stat, and you have a -2
penalty by your companion. But, even a low level cohort means a great boom. A 5 level cleric
has 9 spells per day. Can you think in another feat that will give you that benefit? Metamagic
feats: Unless you are a Gish, forget them. You haven't enough spell slots to make it work
properly. If you need, buy a lesser metamagic rod. If you must take one for any reason, extend
spell is the best option. Mobility: PHB Its simply better to avoid AoO, or try a tumble check, but
no so bad if you uses to pass trough enemy threatened areas. Mounted combat: PHB Nothing to
say. If you aren't a mounted warrior , forget it. Natural bond CAd Improves your companion. The
broader the selected enemy class, the better. Take it at the lower lever you can preferable, 1st
level Oversized two weapon fighting CAd Is better to use light weapons than wasting a feat to
lesser penalties. But is not so bad in combination with power attack, or to sword and board
characters. Also, that feat is a prerequisite for some other feats. Power attack: PHB Great for 2
handed rangers, bad for dual wielders. The power attack bonus doesn't apply for light weapons,
and your already reduced hit chances will suffer the hit penalty. Power throw: PHB Power attack
with ranged weapons. Quick draw: PHB Required to be a thrower. For other characters, is less
useful. Ranged disarm: CW Interesting option for ranged chars. Can be combined with rapid
shoot or manyshoot. The bow is a 2 handed weapons, so I'm not sure about it archers could get
a nice bonus for this feat. Use your companion to pick up the weapon if you win and don't worry
about AoO over him Ranged pin: CW A bad feat. You must be too close, your enemy must be
against something, and he must wear some soft cloth. There's too many "must" to be useful,
and the DC to release is too low. Ranged sunder: CW Sundering enemy weapons is a bad idea.
It's better to disarm them, and sell their weapons. Also, archers still do half damage with his
arrows. It much better to use specific arrows like serpentonge, blunts, thunderstone, acid, etc
and save a feat. Rapid reload: PHB If you uses a crossbow, then something is wrong. Take a
bow instead. Shadow blade: Bo9S Rangers uses to have a high Dex score, so this is a great
addition to melee builds. Seems a bad idea. Shoot on the run: PHB The old hit and run trick.
Lots of pre-requisites, but is a good feat if you have skirmish damage. Also, can be used to
place yourself better in the battlefield mostly to avoid cover penalties or full cover and still
reach a safe place to avoid counter attacks. If you haven't skirmish, or you can face the cover
penalties, avoid this feat. Superior unarmed strike: Bo9S If you had a multiclass ranger-monk ,
that feat will enhance your damage output. Swift and silent: PgtF No penalty to hide and move
silently for moving at your normal speed. Very good feat Sword of the arcane order: CV Prepare
wizard spells? And your FULL ranger level staking with wizard level to determine your wizard
caster level? Titan figthing: RS that feat allows you to use your racial dodge bonuses against
any larger enemy than you. Take improved buckler defence instead. Weapon focus: PHB Very
nice to twin wielders. Woodland archer: RW The moving sniper tactic is very nice to ambushers.
Wow of poverty: BoED Not so great for rangers you need magic equipment , but can be good if
you multiclass into monk or some spellcaster class. Multiclass feats Some feats allows you to
multiclass and use your combined level to determine the goodies you gain. Ascetic hunter CAd
Ranger-Monks for unarmed attacks. Devoted tracker CAd Ranger-Paladin for mount-animal
companion. The Swift Hunter's Handbook. Sword of the arcane order: CV Wizard and ranger
levels stack to determine your wizard caster level. The best use for this spell is cast it to allow
you to tumble to avoid AoO at your full move. Alarm: If you travel alone, take it. If not, is better
to let the party spellcaster cast it or rope trick, or anything else Arrow mind: If you are using this
spell, something is wrong. You must remain out of enemy reach. It can be interesting to
memorize just in case but, for occasional archers, is better to buy a wand or a scroll. Even at
caster level 1, it has enough duration for average combats. Aspect of the wolf: An average spell
for combat, but a good one for tracking, hiding, or running. Bloodhound: Fixed duration. Buy a
scroll. Camouflage: Good for scouting, but the best use for that spell is to enhance your
companion hide checks remember that you can share spells Crabwalk: Great for 2 handed or
sword and board mounted rangers, average for any other one. Deep breath: Campaign
dependant. That spell can save your and your companion lifes or you can die from old age
without use it a single time. Detect favoured enemy: Buy a wand if you need, but you can track
to get the same results. Entangle: Great at low levels for archers and throwers. Hunter's mercy:
The best ranger spell for archers. Since it has standard casting time and fixed effects, its better
to buy a wand than selectin that spell, but this is up to you. Ice skate: good duration, even at
caster level 1. Good for a scroll. Jump: That spell can be used to avoid enemies, by jumping out

of reach. Good for archers. Lay of the land: Can be interesting for a scroll, but you can use track
or knowledge geography for the same results. Longstrider: Useful to races with low move rate,
or for mobile rangers. Great duration. Low light vision: Another great spell for humans or an
other race without this ability. Cast it at night or within a dungeon. Primal Hunter: Average spell
benefits, but with a great duration 24h. Great if you can cast some other "primal" spell, for the
extra benefits. Raptor's sigtht: Much like hawkeye spell, but with a increased duration. Very
useful to archers and throwers. Resist energy: Your party spellcaster con use it much better
than you. Prepare it only if you lacks of other spellcasters in your group. Rhino's rush: A swift
spell. Even with fixed effects, you can't cast it form a scroll. Interesting to mounted or 2 handed
rangers. Snowshoes: Campaign dependant. Good spell for frost environments. Speak with
animals: Great if you have a flying companion. But is better for a wand than for preparing it for
the day. Vine strike: Sneak attack on plant creatures. Animalistic power: A good spell, but don't
stack with most others stats boosting item, and at level 8, you may have some of them, so
probably it's better to cast bull strength or cats grace. Barkskin: The easiest way to improve
your AC. Prepare it if you can Bears endurance :A great spell with short duration. Improves your
HP and fort saves. Cats grace : Like bears endurance, but for Dex. Cure light wounds: Buy a
wand, and share the spell with your companion. Curse of impeding blades: That spell has no
save. Useful against hard foes. Halo of sand: Nice deflection bonuses. Haste, swift: Great spell.
Prepare it, and share the benefits with your companion. Hunter eye: Good spell if you have a
high caster level. Use your companion to flank or better than this, share its effects with him.
Jagged tooth: If you have a strong animal companion, buy a wand of this. Lion's charge: A very
good spell for melee characters, but it looses his utility since lion totem barbarian came to light.
Metal fang : Only useful if you have a strong companion. Natures favour: Bad spell. Short
duration, and you need a high caster level to get profit form it. Near horizont: Raptor sight is
much better. Forget this one. Owl wisdom: Read bear endurance and animalistic power. Primal
instinct: Great spell. Due its fixed duration and effects, its better to use it form a wand OR cast it
with the help of a minor extend rod. Sumon natures ally II: It has little effect on the battlefield,
but can do some other task for you. Buy a wand, and cast creatures to discharge all the traps in
the way. Tojanida sight: All around vision Tremorsense: If you are a melee character, prepare it.
Arrow storm: Your archer ranger is going to prepare it, no matters what can I say. And he's
right. Blade storm: Much like the above, but for melee. Blade thist: A strange spell. It affects 1
slashing melee weapon I don't know what the designer was thinking when he made that spell.
Anyway, can be interesting if your character looses his weapons, or for 2 handers but arcane
casters can improve your weapons much better and lasting longer than that spell. Bottle of
smoke: With tree stride and that spell, you can travel extreme distances in a single day. In
combat, may be good for mounted characters due concealment, but that's all. Triceratops
charge: The natural armour enhancement is useful, but as a weapon, that spell is a bit weak.
Prepare it only if you need AC, but otherwise, there's better things to do with a 3rd level spell.
Command plants: Long duration even from a scroll with the minimum caster level. Allies are
always welcomed, but unless you are near a treants groove, is not very useful. Buy a wand
Curse of impeding blades, mass: Great because it has no save and average duration. Other
spells may serve you better, but this one is worth for a wand. Darkvision: Good if you haven't
darkvision, but may be better to spend some gp into a magic item to get it than spending spell
slots. Decoy image: Fixed duration. May be useful to imaginative players. Remember to share
the spell with your companion. Forestfold: Useful to stealthily missions. Its a pity that this spell
do not cover civilized areas. Guardian Spirit: Looks like cat's grace, but is a insight bonus, so it
stacks. Great duration for a wand. Heal animal companion: If you have a companion, you need
that spell. Magic fang, greater: With your low spellcaster level, you must choose to imbue all the
natural weapons of your companion. Not so useful. Mark of the hunter: Mmmm. The target must
be a favoured enemy, and the spell allows a will save. Not so great Neutralize poison: If you
haven't any cleric or druid in the party, prepare it. If not, buy a wand or a few scrolls.
Phantasmal decoy: 2 will saves allowed Primal senses: Average spell, but with great duration,
and good synergy bonus. Cast it with a lesser extend rod, and save slots for the next day.
Remove disease: Do not prepare it. Your cleric can do better, and, if needed, you can prepare it
for the next day. Safe clearing: Another spell for safe rest. Use it if you need, but wizards can do
better. Tree shape: Great to long duration spying, or to rest safely. Otherwise, forget it. But may
be useful for a scroll. Aspect of the earth hunter: I think you must do the more damage per
round in yor natural form, but the bonuses are awesome. Comune with nature: Campaign
dependant, but useful anyway. Cure serious wounds: Don't try to make the cleric's work. Buy a
wand, just in case. Deeper darkvision: Great if you travel in the underdark, or if anybody in your
party can cast some kind of darkness spell. Foebane Good, but this spell replaces your weapon
aptitudes. Also, has a very short duration. Freedom of movement: Prepare it even if any other

spellcaster already has it. Land womb: The ranger's Resilient Sphere Can save your life, but it
only works over soil Magic fang, superior: Great spell but with a damn short duration Primal
speed: Simply great. Remember to cast all the primal spells to get improved uncanny dodge as
extra benefit. Snakebite: Good to get a free poison source, but as a weapon, is not so great
unless you have a huge Str modifier it uses your full str, not half as normal per secondary
weapons Summon natures ally IV: At the level you gain that spell, is mostly useless for combat,
but is awesome for some other tasks. The unicorn can cast cure light wounds , cure moderate
wounds, neutralize poison, detect evil at will and magic circle against evil. No so bad for a 4th
level slot. The Minor Xorn is a great scouting partner all around vision, darkvision 60ft,
tremorsense 60ft, and earthglide Swamp stride: Not so great for traveling, but still good for
hiding or to avoid drowing Tree stride: Great for travelling, or to hide. Wild runner Good
bonuses, but average stats. Awesome, isn't it? As thumb rule, try to get a companion useful for
combat situation and still useful out of combat. And, if possible, try to make him a warbeast
MM2. Remember that your companions gains skill points only 1, due int penalty Also, they gain
feats. Suggested companions: 1st level companions: Ranger level 4, effective druid level 2.
Chordevoc: And improved owl, faster and with blindsense. Non halflings have a -3 penalty to his
druid levels, so forget it. Climbdog: Much like the ridding dog, but smal size, so you can't use
him as a mount Great stats, damage output and high climb move. Great for underdark
adventures. Eagle: Acute sight and good flight speed. Great for scouting. Hawk: Mostly useless
in combat reach 0 , but otherwise, is likely the eagle. High AC but lesser fly speed than eagle.
Horse: You want a mount? Take a horse. Light horses are faster, but heavy horses have a
higher damage output. Owl: Much like the hawk, but better, due the listen bonus. Great move
silently skill, but average fly speed. Phynxkin: A bit weak for combat low AC, average stats and
1 hd , but has a nice speed and pounce. Also has climb speed, some stealth ability and, the best
of, he can qualify for draconic aura feat he is a dragonblooded creature , giving you some nice
bonuses, and inmunity to fear. Ridding dog: Probably the best companion. He can track, fight,
and hunt for you. If you are small, can serve as a mount better than a pony. Nice stats, Ac and
senses Swindlespitter: The best flanker. Just teach him to not target you with his poison. Wolf:
Much like the ridding dog. He has less acute senses and worse AC, but he can trip and has
some stealth skills. Ape: Humanoid creature. He can use humanoid equipment. Good climb
speed, 10' reach, and great grappler give him a spiked armor, for extra damage. A celestial ape
will have a Int score of 3, so it may be able to use weapons. A 2 handed ape warrior? Check it
first with your DM Blink dog: If you selected exalted companion, you are allowed to take a blink
dog as companion. Is not so great as combat creature but he improves his BAB as a fighter,
instead as a cleric , he has darkvision and he is very smart int 10 , he can learn languages, and
he haven't penalty to skill points per level. Great for small archers. Dire bat: Your underdark
flying mount. High AC and stats, blindsense and average fly speed. Great for archers. Cheetah:
The fastest mount you can get. Simply great. Dire Weasel: A weak companion. Blood drain is
great, but he put himself at serious risk. Be careful. Leopard: Much like the cheetah, but with
better skills, climb speed. He can't sprint, though. Fleshraker: 4 attacks, pounce, poison, high
AC and high speed. He can track but he hasn't got any ranks in survival Great for flanking.
Wolverine A weak companion unless you hare a gnome. Asperii: Read pegasus and unicorn
below. He has a variable fly speed, but has some other useful traits, like telepathy, feather fall,
and also, you don't need concentration checks to cast spells while mounted. Dire ape: A bad
choice. Take a normal ape instead. Dire boar: Huge Str, good HP and good damage output, but
low Ac, and the ferocity trait is likely a curse. Dire phynxkin: Much like the phynxkin, but with
greater stats, move and AC. Drakkensted: Check with your DM first. He is a flying animal, so, by
the rules, can be used as companion. But dragon magic only cover him as paladin mount I can't
understand why. He his much like a phynxkin for players who wants a flying mount. Dire wolf:
Great stats, a nice speed, attack bonus and damage output. Also, is a decent tracker and a great
tripper. Good skills but low AC. Lion: Higher AC than tiger, but otherwise, is a worse than him.
Tiger: Rake, pounce, improved grab, high stats and good skills, good damage output but low
AC. Pegasus: Great flying mount. Fighter bab, darkvision, flyby attack, and awesome fly speed.
Great for any mounted character. Unicorn: You must take the exalted companion feat. Great as
a mount, he is smart, can detect evil at will, use teleport, and magic circle against evil. He is a
decent healer, has fighter BAB and nice inmunities. Also he has good skills. Forget them. They
are too large in size to be carried anywhere without magic aid that you lacks , and they have too
much penalties to hide and move silently. Also, due his size, can be targeted easily by your
enemies, and they aren't so hard to resist. Mielikki: Mielikki allows druids to wear metallic
armour. Great if you plan to multiclass with druid. Shaundakul: Allows you to take the Shadow
Sword substitution levels. Weapons: As any combat class, your weapon choice define your
character role. Think carefully before selecting one. Here are some tips. Damage die: This is not

as important for rangers as is for other classes. Tanks simply run form one battle to the next,
but the ranger isn't one of them. You need a versatile weapon, not a huge one. Critical range
and multiplier: This is a important factor to take into count. In general, rangers uses to have lots
of attacks per round, but with a penalty. How it affects to your critical chances? The more
penalties you face, the less chances of critical you have. You are wasting the range between 10
and It would be much better to have a weapon with a critical range 20, but with higher critical
multiplier. On the other hand, your main role is eliminate minions and low armoured foes. Most
of them have low HP they are lots, but weak and you don't want to waste a x4 critical hit with a 6
hp-remaining-kobold. Also, if you have extra damage sources, like skirmish or sneak attack, you
can pass without critical hits they don't stack and you can focus on weapons with other
properties. But, even a small Rd is a huge penalty for 2 weapon fighters, since it affect every hit
you made. If you can, try to use weapons with more than one damage type, like daggers,
morningstars, etc. Exotic weapons: If you could afford to invest a feat for a exotic weapon, you
could gain much more benefits. Exotic weapons are better than martial weapons, and some of
then has especial properties. If you run a medium or high magic campaign, go for exotic.
Damage types, special properties, and availability in your campaign how many holy flaming dire
flails had you seen? The bow, my dearest friend Note that every kind of ranger needs a bow.
The bow is not only a weapon. Its also a tool. With an Elhonna quiver 1. Serpentonge arrows RW
to cut ropes. They are great to call your party from long distances without alerting the enemy.
You can attach a scroll to an arrow, and send messages to your party at long distances. Some
of these tricks can be made with a sling and the proper magical of special ammunition, but
bows have longer reach. Armour: You don't have much options. Mithril breastplates or chain
shirts. If you get a very high Dex score, celestial armour or no armour is your best option.
Magical Items:. They uses to have a lot of attacks per round, and every bit of BAB they get,
improves lots of attacks. The classes with full bab Barbarian: High HD, 4 sp per level, medium
armour proficiency, rage and improved base movement, or better than this, pounce ability.
That's a great class to dip if you are a melee or a thrower ranger. Its suggested to take the lion
totem alternative feature form Complete Champion. Unless you need some special feature for a
PrC, you don't need more than 2 barbarian level. A good class for dipping. From a single level,
you gain a lot of spells per day usable with light armour including the ever useful true strike.
Duskblades may look a bad class to archers, because the arcane chanelling only works over
melee weapons, but , on the other hand, they can cast a quickened true strike at level 5. But, if
you plan to multi class into duskblade rather than dipping a pair of levels, you should consider
bard as better option. They have a broader spell list, and better spell progresion. Best levels: 1st
armour proficiency, arcane attunement, armoured mage, spells 2nd combat casting, spells 3rd
arcane chaneling 5th quick cast Fighter: High HD, medium and heavy armour proficiency, and
feats, but low SP per level. You need feats, and dipping in that class is the easiest way to get
them. The other benefits are a bit weak. You can't use heavy armours. You will gain, on average,
1 HP per die, but you will loss 4 sp. Best levels: 1st medium and heavy armour proficiency, feat
2nd feat 4th feat, weapons specialization. A sub-optimal class to dip, you can't gain so much
from it. Arcane curse, in a multiclass build, is a bit weak but arcane resistance, mettle and dark
companion class feature from PHB2 are good enough to consider it. Best levels: 1st Hexblade
curse 2nd arcane resistance 3rd mettle 4th spells, familiar or dark companion That's the most
you can gain. If you need more spells, it would be better to dip in another class. Mayor auras are
level dependant, so they aren't so great. This class is recommended if you have a lot of
companions animal companion, wild cohort, familiar, cohort and party members , but is not
suggested to stealthily characters you must shout orders to your buddies unless you have
some short of telepathy or silent language. Its suggested to take levels on these classes on the
latest levels of your build, to max benefits. Each one is a good class to dip. I list them together
simply because you may need any disciplines combination, but may be, Swordsage is the best
of them for ranger. Great dip class for twin wielders and throwers shurikens, baby. Unarmed
strike allows you to add your full str modifier to the off hand s. They are light weapons, but you
can use them with power attack and with the ascetic hunter feat, your levels stacks for
determining your damage. The flurry attacks per round are keyed to your BAB, and you have
spells to improve natural weapons. Also, good news for throwers. Shurikens counts as
ammunitions, so they are cheap. On the other hand, you will magic aid to improve your AC but
is not so hard to get and you can't take barbarian levels for pounce Best levels: 1st feat, flurry
of blows, improved unarmed strike 2nd feat, evasion 3rd still mind, speed bonus 4th ki strike,
slow fall You can go with a single 1st level dip for maximum bonuses for minimum investment.
Suggested feats: Ascetic hunter needed , Superior unarmed strike, wow of poverty. Knight:
Huge HD, good will save!!?? That class is a bad choice for rangers. The knight role is as a tank,
and stacks badly with the ranger roles. Also, the knight code is like a curse. The paladin allow

you to use divine feats, smite, and has a very nice spells list. If you have a decent Cha score, is
suggested to take the fist 5 levels, but you can go with more or less, that's up to you. This class
is much like the fighter. If you need feats but not weapon specialisation , and you can afford to
loose a little BAB, this class is much better. I suggest to take up to level 2, for min-maxing, but I
don't have much experience with psionic. Scout: Great class for a ranger build. Good synergy
with twin wielders, but nothing else for any other archetype. The ability to add Int to damage is
sweet. Is suggested to take up to level 3, for min-maxing. Best levels: 1st weapon finesse 3rd
Insightful strike Suggested feats: Able learner. Also, is a good class for your cohort. The bardic
music feature is much like the marshal auras. The more companions you have, the better. Its
suggested to select as perform type something that lets your hands free, like sing, poetry, etc.
The fastest way to get extra damage. It makes a fantastic combination with your companion,
because is needed to be flanking to trigger the sneak attack damage. The bad part is that your
animal companion would suffer form your rogue levels. Also, nowadays is easiest to get
skirmish damage with a swift hunter build. I think that is a bad class for rangers. Sudden strike
only works when the enemy has his Dex bonus denied, hard to get unless you surprise or
grapple him. Also, you must be unarmoured. Dipping into monk or scout gives you much more
benefits. Anyway, can be useful to archers builds, due the poison use. Best levels: 1st
trapfinding, sudden trike, ki power, 3rd sudden strike, poison use Spellthief: A very weird class.
It looks so weak to me that I think I must be missing something. I prefer to not make comments
until I made a extensive review of that class. Also, due the sword of the arcane order feat,
wizard levels stacks better with the ranger class. Nice class to dip. His best feature is that his
invocations are usable at will. Is not recomended to sword and board rangers, unless they can
avoid the ASF. The wizard class synergices well with rangers with mid-high Int score. The
scribe scroll feat is a good addition to rangers, since they have few spells per day. The familiar
improves with your character level, so he will be stronger than average. Also, the specialist
variants are full of cool features. Simply, try to use a armour with no ASF, and spells with no
save, or fixed effects. And if you are allowed, get the Sword of the arcane order feat. Anyway,
you would loose some BAB, but your spellcasting abilities would be much better. Also, if you
want to enter a PrC that gives you a full spellcasting level progression, you may want to dip, to
use those levels into a better spellcaster class. If not, go for druid. Suggested feats: Any divine
feats. Even greater than cleric. Some class features can be repeated and not stackable in both
classes, so check for substitution levels, but otherwise, is great to improve your nature
features. If you runs your campaign in the FR, take Mielikki as deity, to lesser the metal
restriction. Much like the cleric, but more spells per day. Depending he build, FS may be a better
option. Is not awesome for a ranger, but it can be worth for some builds. Suggested feats:
Practiced manifester. Divine mind: A cool mix from marshal, paladin and psionic. The auras and
mantles are good to improve your companion and yourself, but you can't share the psionic
powers with your companion. Suggested feats: Practised manifester. Incarnun classes
Soulborn: A light essentia user warrior looks like a paladin. If you want to use some soulmelds
and improve your combat skills, dip here. Totemist: A strong essentia user with druid flavour.
Suggested feats: Azure enmity, bonus essentia. A good way to improve your companion and
remain at full bab. Assassin: Easy requirements. A PrC perfectly suited for stealthy rangers.
Skilled, with extra damage, cool features, and a fantastic spell list. Beastmaster Sub-optimal
req. If you can, try to get level 4 in this PrC for min-maxing. Suggested natural bond feat
Blackguard Medium requirements. A good melee PrC, with some paladin and rogue features.
Since this class is the core Anti-paladin, check with your DM about Devoted tracker feat. It can
work. Bloodclaw Master: Easy requirements. Do you want to lesser the 2WF penalties? Take a
swordsage level, and then, dip here. Bloodhound: Easy requirements. This class have some
cool features, but most of them are related to the marked creature. Simply the best PrC for
throwers and a good one for any other melee ranger. Returning attacks, power throw, weapon
attitude, lighting ricochet. I haven't words for this PrC. Chaotician: Many of the PrCs in that
book can be interesting for a ranger, but this one is probably the most fascinating. Anarchic
grace is a great ability if you get in trouble, and babble is simply great if you surprise an enemy
who can raise an alarm or, even more importantly, cast spells. The other abilities are also
useful, particularly for a character with a decent charisma - chaotic contagion even looks as if it
can stack with itself. Consecrated Harrier: Easy requirements. This PrC is much better than
blood hound. Most features are a bit weak for standard campaigns but it has ranger spells with
faster progression, full spellcaster level and some additions. Is suggested to dip here if you
want to follow another PrC which grants divine spellcasting levels, to get a more ranger spells
per day. Dark Hunter: Easy requirements. Good PrC for underdark campaigns. The death attack
will be a bit weak, but the stone hue ability looks like a improved camouflage. On the other
hand, your companion and spellcasting capabilities will suffer, so, if you want this PrC,

exchange them. Between a serious insight bonus to many skills, abilities to deal better with
aberrations, and other very useful abilities, it is almost worth it. If the party can cover for you in
combat and spends a lot of time underground, this is easily one of the better options. It requires
and improves your darkvision and makes good use of a good intelligence score. Darkwood
stalker: Easy requirements. Is better to have a broader favoured enemy list than a narrow but
stronger one, but, for some campaigns this PrC can be perfect. Anyway check with your DM if
the ancient foe feature can count as a FE for other purposes like hunting weapons. If not, this
PrC is not suggested. Deepwarden Easy requirements. Great for rangers with low Dex score
rangers doesn't need high Dex to qualify for the weapon stile. Drop Ranger's track feat for
trapfinding before entering this PrC. Deepwood Sniper Easy requirements. This 3. The first 2 or
3 levels are mandatory. Dervish Heavy requirements. It can be great for swift hunters or fighters,
but not much for standard rangers. The dervish dance is very hard to handle, the AC bonus is a
bit weak. The thousands cuts is great, but is once a day, and you can make the same amount of
attacks simply casting blade storm. Dragonstalker Draconomicon : the value of this PrC, like
that of the darkwood staker, depends on how often a particular enemy group come into play.
Against dragons, the PrC is quite decent - especially if you can put that sneak attack to good
use. Against any other enemies, it is not very good. Dread Commando: Easily one of the better
ranger PrCs, all things included. The armored ease and stealthy movement features are both
often useful, and the initiative boost is simply great - especially as often applies to your entire
party. Eldeen Ranger: Easy requirements. Simply great for any ranger in Eberron. Gatekeepers,
Greensingers and Wardens of the Wood seems the best options. Exotic Weapon Master: Easy
requirements. If you uses a exotic weapon, dipping here almost mandatory. Eye of Gruumsh
Complete Warrior : while not a ranger PrC by any means, this can be quite useful to orc or
half-orc rangers who want to improve their combat potential. The PrC requires two sub-standard
feats for entry imo, but at least TWF ranger can find the orc double axe a versatile weapon. In
combat, the rage, extra AC, blinding spittle and blindsight abilities are likely to prove very
useful. Geomancer: Medium requirements. Great for multiclass characters. It allows you to cast
spells without ASF, with improved caster level, or a greater ability score. Also gives you some
other cool nature oriented features. Justiciar: rangers make damn good bounty hunters, and
this is, essentially, what this PrC is. The extra damage if nonlethal can be quite useful for TWF
rangers, as can the crippling strike feature. You also get some nifty grapple-related features,
which a strong ranger can make good use of. Overall an interesting PrC which can be useful if
your campaign doesn't require you to kill every enemy you come across - or at least not
immediately, as an unconscious enemy one round away from coup-de-grace death. Lawful only.
Justice of Weald and Woe: Easy-Medium requirements. Awesome for archers. Levels on this
PcR counts as fighter levels, so you can get WS. It has his own spell list narrow, but great ,
some sneak attack, poison use, death attack, and more. Kensai: this is a PrC for rangers who
want to focus on their martial prowess and on having a really good weapon regardless of what
the DM decides the loot for the campaign is. The power surge and other abilities are nice if you
have a few ranks in concentration. Not an incredible PrC, overall, but a useful one. Beats me
why it's not full BAB - whatever the flavor text says, it's not overpowered. Lawful only Halfling
Outrider: Easy requirements. Great for mounted characters, and even more if you have paladin
levels with the Devoted tracker feat. Harper paragon: Medium sub-optimal requirements.
Favoured enemy evil , exalted companion, full spellcasting. Suggested to dip into some other
spellcasting class before entering. Horizon Walker Easy requirements. Darkvision, tremorsense,
element resistances, dimension door Take a level or two if your campaign is likely to be heavily
set in a certain environment or to feature certain creatures, or up to 6 level, for dimension door.
It also suggested for epic play. Hulking Hurler Easy-Medium requirements. A great PrC for large
throwers. Catch weapon and throw anything gives them much more flexibility. Master of the
Yuirwood Easy requirements. A PrC with decent skills points, full spellcasting levels and some
nature features. Can be useful for multiclass rangers. Master Thrower Easy-Medium
requirements. A few free feats, and some good weapon tricks. If you want a versatile thrower,
take a look here. Nentyar Hunter: Easy sub-optimal requirements. Lots of spells good spells,
also in only 5 levels. And your ranger caster level stacks. The remaining features aren't so good
for rangers some are repeated. Nightsong Enforcer: Easy requirements. Not awesome, but good
for melee rangers, and may be great if your party is composed entirely by stealthily characters.
Occult Slayer Complete Warrior : quite useful to any ranger expecting to face more than a few
enemies with magical powers, whether from class levels or racial abilities. The PrC boosts the
ranger's single weak save will , gives you a bonus to saves vs spells, and other useful features
in detecting, avoiding, or defeating casters. Great for any ranger who wants to be slightly more
useful against casters than the usual warrior. Let's face it - ToB or no ToB, casters are likely to
be your biggest problem. Order of the Bow Initiate: Medium requirements. D8 sneak attack?

Every odd level? Take up to level 5 for max benefits. Peerless Archer: Medium sub-optimal
requirements. A bit weak PrC. His best feature is power shoot, power attack with bow. Until we
find another source for power shoot, we must use that one. Take up to level , and then leave it,
or forget it completely. Pious Templar: Easy requirements. A holy PrC. Mettle, paladin or
blackguard spells, DR, smite, weapons specialisation A good choice for players who wants paly
features. Primeval: Medium requirements. Not so great, but still good for mounted characters
specially if you like to track mounted Shadowblade: Despite the medium BAB progression, this
PrC should not be overlooked. Both archers and twf rangers can benefit from a good sudden
strike progression, although the unseen weapon ability marks this prestige class as
melee-oriented as if the name wasn't a dead giveaway. Ideally, rangers can use unseen weapon
with two weapons or at least a double weapon, and some of the abilities aren't half bad, either from ignoring concealment which, as you remember, prevents you from dealing precision
damage to resolving attacks as touch attacks. That would make it even better Shadow scout:
Easy requirements. Do you need more favoured enemies? Dip here. The the fist level, and then,
look for another PrC Shadowsmith: A good mix of combat and support abilities, and a
self-sufficiency that ties in well with ranger levels. Like with the shadowblade, a ranger benefits
from some good stealth-related features, but the class' main feature is the ability to create items
- including weapons, armor, or tools - from shadow. At higher levels, these weapons and armor
can be enchanted, allowing you to quickly come up with the perfect item for the situation. You
also get an ability that gives you a deflection bonus to AC and a few low-level mysteries per
day. All in all, a pretty amazing PrC for rangers who want something different than the PHB
class abilities. Scorpion Heritor: Easy requirements. A nice class for skilled rangers. Sneak
attack, tremorsense short range , poison, and a limited polymorph ability. Simply cool. Stalker
of Kharash : Easy requirements. I think the other PrC is better, but depends on your capacity to
meet the req. Stonelord: While there is some synergy between the two in terms of prerequisites
and skills, the stonelord is more useful to characters only dipping in ranger levels as it doesn't
continue most iconic ranger features. If that's okay with you, you get a slew situationally useful
abilities. Useful for dwarven rangers with high constitution score; consider pairing it with a few
deepwarden levels for a high-constitution, low-dexterity build. If the campaign takes place
underground, the PrC can be very useful. I'm not sure how good the higher-level abilities are in
practice, but on paper they look, well, awesome. Incarnum-wielding rangers should at least
consider this prestige class if they're not hell-bent on focusing only on their martial abilities.
Tempest: Medium sub-optimal requirements. A PrC for fighters, so is not recommended for
rangers, but can be useful for sword and board and 2 hander rangers. Tempest lesser the
penalties for 2 weapon fighting, and allow to use feats in both weapons. Also adds some
bonuses to AC. If you only want to reduce the 2WF penalties, take oversized 2WF or dip in
exotic weapon master. Warmind: A ranger wanting to boost his combat potential can find this
PrC more than useful, especially if taken after a level or two in a psionic class I recommend
psychic warrior for the extra feats to get the required skills at a lower cost. The abilities and
powers can be great for both TWF and archery-oriented rangers. If that's okay and your
specialization won't hinder the party, then the PrC is a good option. One of the worst problems
with mounted characters is what to do with your mount when you need to hide or to move in
silent. With that PrC, your mount can use your skills. Wild Runner Easy requirements. Give me,
please. Warshaper: This is a very specialized PrC, but a very useful one. Master of Many Forms:
A great way to bypass the wildshaping restrictions of the UA wildshaping ranger variant;
compared to druids, rangers have a lot less to lose from this PrC and bring more skills and
better fighting abilities to it. I haven't got any response, but I don't wan to steal his work, so I
will leave the link here, and only take the builds that aren't included in his main post. I'll hope
that no hurt anybody. In honour of Mucknuggle's thread, I will maintain his post structure
except some changes. Archers Ranger 20 A great skilled archer with good spellcasting ability.
It's too much code. I must edit the text, so,please, be patient. Now I need to update it. Please,
"troll" it. Where are they from? Are they 3. Also, Blood thist should be Blood thirst. I reject your
reality, and substitute my own. When God gives you lemons Check out this 4th Ed one. Psionic
Naruto Builds v2. Quote from: Risada on September 20, , AM. You forgot Kobolds and their
substitution levels. Plus, Kobolds can get Kobold Endurance as a bonus feat at 3rd level which
applies to better things than Endurance let's face it, no ranger is going to be sleeping in Medium
armor anyway. Centaurs also make a good choice for rangers. They're only ECL 6 as a race, not
8 that you have listed. I am constantly amazed by how many DM's ban Tomb of Battle. The book
doesn't even exist! Quote from: Saxony on October 08, , AM. Quote from: Bozwevial on
February 08, , PM. Arcane-surge That monkey with the orange ass cheeks Posts: MoI it is - page
Mystic Ranger Dragon Magazine is a nice variant to look into. It pairs nicely with Sword of the
Arcane Order feat and Wildshape Ranger variant and it is extremely nice to play in E6 games.

Quote from: gorfnad on April 12, , PM. Here's a synopsis of the Mystic Ranger. I believe it to be
complete. Here it be. Ahh, the Mystic Ranger. It is one of my favorite variants. SMF 2. Home Post
new thread What's new Latest activity Authors. Wiki Pages Latest activity. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Post
new thread. Create wiki page. Community supporters. All threads Latest threads Hot threads
New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Thrill of the Hunt: The Ranger's Handbook by lordduskblade. Thread
starter Veep Start date Sep 21, Veep First Post. Thrill of the Hunt: The Ranger's Handbook A
skilled ranger can glance at the mud on your boots and tell where you last camped. Last edited:
Sep 21, Last edited: Sep 22, I went back to all my 4E links and they were all broken! Your
character builds were some of my favorites, to read, explore and just tinker around with. I'm so
glad they survived! MwaO Explorer. You are a godsend! Thank you so much for taking this on!
These totally needed to be archived and I had no idea that the wotc site went totally away!
Really, I can't thank you enough. There is so much good content here, I can't imagine it
disappearing. You rock! Well, please pass on my sincere thanks to all parties involved. When I
first saw the missing forums and then did some research and found that they were just gone as
of a few months ago, it struck me how much great content was going to disappear, in particular
the huge amount of work that went into some of these guides. To know they got rescued is
really awesome. Although it makes me nervous because it just goes to show the web is a very
temperamental things. Content can appear and disappear pretty quickly. Things we take for
granted one day can be gone the next. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Forum list Post threadâ€¦.
An Advertisement. Stay Logged On. Page 1 of 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 30
of Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Last edited by EvilAnagram; at PM. Fire Genasi : No
boost to a primary stat, but you get resistance to a common damage type and you can cast
Wizard spells with CON. Water Genasi : You get a boost to both your secondary stats, and you
have some cool abilities to boot. Longstride : Another pure Dex option, but with a cool mobility
option. Wizards need a spell slot to get this mobility. Razorclaw Shifter : This is a great option.
You can take the Dueling fighting style and Tavern Brawler, then you essentially have the
benefits of both Dueling and Two Weapon Fighting. Shifting temp HP is just gravy. Spoiler: List
of Beast Companion Options. Beast Companions Note that I'll be rating these from a utilitarian
and optimization perspective. If you particularly enjoy a certain beast, even one that's
mechanically inferior to another, go ahead and grab it. Any animals that have terrible stats and
deal a max of 1 damage before proficiency will receive a similar rating. Baboon : It's a wolf that
sucks. Badger : Like a Giant Badger, but terrible. And adorable. Bat : Useless outside of
scouting, but it's a very good scout. Blood Hawk : It's a flying scout with an okay attack thanks
to Pack Tactics. The best avian pet. Boar : A small PC mount that deals sweet damage and has
both speed and endurance on its side. Cat : You're a Ranger, not a witch! Crab : You're a
Ranger, not a mermaid! Deer : If you want a mount that doesn't have any interesting offensive
capabilities, this is for you! Eagle : Not as good as a Blood Hawk, and the name isn't as metal.
Flying Snake : Flying provides reasonable utility potential, and having a poison flyby attack with
no save is very nice. It's one of the higher-damage pets for certain. Frog : Excellent for putting
in your sister's hair, but possesses no combat abilities. Giant Badger : The damage is okay, and
a burrow speed is great, but you can't use the Multi-Attack until you get Bestial Fury according
to the Errata. Giant Centipede : The damage is really solid, and your DM might let you milk the
poison. It's basically a small Giant Poisonous Snake with a climb speed and some slightly
inferior stats. Giant Crab : The AC is basically as good as animal companions get, and the claw
attack is nothing to sneeze at. Giant Fire Beetle : This is not a creature ever intended for
combat? Giant Frog : The Swallow effect is interesting, especially if you convince the DM to add
your proficiency to the save. There's also the possibility of an amphibious assault. Giant
Poisonous Snake : Small PCs can mount it, it potentially deals more damage than just about
anything else, it has a swim speed, and its AC is solid. It's a pretty great companion. Giant Rat :
Like a Wolf, but weaker. Or, conversely, like a Baboon, but stronger. Giant Rats are a bit
sneakier than Wolves, but are otherwise weaker in combat. Giant Weasel : The most
euphemistic of the animal companions, the Giant Weasel can act as a mount and deal okay
damage, but it's generally outshone by its competition. If your party has a Sorcerer or Wizard
with Web, then you can squeeze a good bit of cheese out of this one. Goat : It's essentially a
Boar, but slightly weaker and less resilient. If you really want a goat, ask your DM if you can just
call your Boar a Goat. Hawk : Again, the Blood Hawk is far beyond less metal raptors. Hyena :
Its stats are simply too poor to make an effective pet, especially compared to the Wolf. Jackal :
Its numbers are worse than the Hyena's. Lizard : It's basically useless when it comes to

anything but eating tiny insects. Mastiff : It's nearly on par with the Wolf, but it's a bit behind in
raw numbers. Mule : It has the carrying capacity of a Large creature, so you might be able to
convince your DM that it can be a mount. Octopus : A super sneaky underwater companion that
can't really hurt anything, though it can ink, which is cool. Owl : Another bird that doesn't stack
up to the Blood Hawk. This makes your only feline option fairly powerful. Poisonous Snake :
The damage is decent, and it's easy to keep by your side. Plus, your DM might let you harvest
poison. Pony : Huh. His damage is nearly as high as a Polar Bear's bite. Plus, he can serve as a
mount for small PCs and teach you about friendship. Pteranodon : A Halfling or Gnome can
grab a flying mount at level 3. And it's a dinosaur! True story: I named mine Falcor. This is
awesome for any archer, though melee Rangers may want to think twice. The real drawback is
that it only really offers you flight. Nothing else is that impressive. Quipper : If you pick a
Quipper in any campaign that does not take place exclusively underwater, it's going to die
immediately. If it is exclusively underwater, talk your DM into letting you pick a Reef Shark.
They're basically Wolves, but underwater. Rat : It's like a Giant Rat, but small and useless.
Raven : Mimicry is the only reason to take this over a Blood Hawk. Scorpion :If you want a tiny
creature with which to poison people, get a Poisonous Snake. Sea Horse : Like a Quipper, but
without any offensive or defensive capabilities. Spider : Worse than the Scorpion. Vulture : Not
useless, but less useful than a Blood Hawk. Weasel : Has precisely zero benefits over the Giant
Weasel. Wolf : Advantage is really, really nice, and the damage is damn fine as well. Knocking
enemies prone is just gravy, though it will be a key tactic if you can talk your DM into There are
some play styles that rely on essentially making the Wolf your primary attacker while you
support it, and they work pretty well. Ape : It is strong, it has reach, it has range, and it takes a
couple ASIs before it outsmarts the Barbarian. Frankly, the reach and range are totally worth it.
Black Bear : Tanky, strong, and great for archers. Boar : Its Charge is a nice little bonus to
damage, and it can not die instead of dying. Giant Badger : I don't know what you can do with
Burrow movement, but I want to hear about it. Decent damage and a burrow speed make this a
decent choice. Giant Weasel : This is probably the least impressive of the potential companions
to begin with, but it's essentially a two-stat creature, so you can build a surprisingly survivable
and durable companion with it. Mule : A mount for any medium creatures, which is pretty much
the reason you picked this. Panther : Pounce is pretty solid, and getting a maximum of three
attacks per round is awesome. Again, less great for archers. Wolf : Advantage on attacks is
super awesome, and tripping is awesome, too! Note: Tripping is less awesome for archers. It
allows you to both reduce incoming damage and also augment your next attack, and you can do
it as a reaction. Alarm : This spell is only occasionally useful and is really better left to a full
caster. Animal Friendship : For the Hunter who wants a pet bear. It's okay, but all Ranger spells
have a lot to compete with. Concentration Cure Wounds : Healing can be scarce, so more
healing is good. Detect Magic : Situationally useful, but it's just not the usual bag of tricks for a
Ranger. Leave it to the wizard. Concentration Detect Poison and Disease : Can be pretty useful,
but it's not your best choice with so few spells that you can learn. Concentration Ensnaring
Strike : Solid ability that can be nasty if your enemy fails a few saves. Concentration Fog Cloud :
For being sneaky and keeping yourself safe. Not bad. Concentration Goodberry : Meh. More like
okayberry. It can bring someone from the brink, and it can keep you nourished, but it's a poor
use of limited resources. It has a higher healing potential than Cure Wounds for the first few
levels, but it's not any good in combat and doesn't scale. Hail of Thorns : The first in a series of
Ranger powers that amount to, "Magically shoot more arrows than you had in your hand.
Concentration Hunter's Mark : Competitive with sneak attack, especially if you picked Colossus
Slayer. It scales in a very strange way, but being able to continue marking folk for more damage
is nice. Concentration Jump : You're going to pick three or four spells from this level. Don't get
this. It's too situational for such a limited number of spells known. Longstrider : Again, there are
much more versatile options. Just don't. As you reach higher levels, more of the enemies you
would want to restrain will be too big for this trap. Still, it's at least on-point thematically. Speak
with Animals : Again, it's a very flavorful, situational power that you might get mileage out of,
but not much. Good for a Beast Master, I suppose? Move like the wind without provoking
opportunity attacks, and deal one particularly nasty hit. It's a sweet spell, especially for a Beast
Master , as it targets self. Animal Messenger : You might occasionally use this, but you only
know 11 spells by level 20, so it has competition. Barkskin : Great for a Beast Master that wants
his pet safe. Otherwise , you should already have an AC above Concentration Beast Sense :
Good for scouting. Otherwise, not that good at all. Concentration Cordon of Arrows : The
damage is minor, but it's more fun than Alarm. Darkvision : Most players will already have
Darkvision. If you don't, this is nice. Find Traps : Not as nice as you hope it is, but it can help
against a trap-happy DM. Healing Spirit XGtE : It's a solid in-combat party healing spell, and
healing conga line is arguably broken outside combat. Locate Animals or Plants : Helpful for

hunting or gathering specific herbs. Not helpful for anything else. Locate Object : Helpful when
looking for a Macguffin. Not helpful at all other times. Concentration Pass Without Trace : It's
arguably the best spell for stealth in the game. Concentration Protection from Poison : Exactly
what it says on the tin. Silence : This can be a decent debuff against enemy spellcasters and
help out during stealth missions. Concentration Spike Growth : This can be a nasty trap when
you're facing a numerically superior foe, and it can halt pursuers. Very nice. Conjure Animals :
When Bear's Attack. This is a very useful spell with a wide variety of applications. Definitely
worthwhile. Concentration Conjure Barrage : Another in the "shoot more arrows than you were
holding" line. It deals quite a bit more damage over a larger radius, though. And no
Concentration! Daylight : Can be useful. If you're fighting Drow, I would consider getting this.
The only time this spell could possibly be useful is if you're up against something that's weak
against fire At the cost of a 1st level slot. Concentration Lightning Arrow : The damage is
excellent, and it spreads out nicely. I like it. Concentration Nondetection : This is a spell you
should leave to a full caster, but it's still pretty useful. Plant Growth : This is a weird one. It's
situational, yes, but it's very good at these situations. It can stop pursuers or people you're
pursuing, and it can endear you to locals because you ended the blight on their crops. Definitely
worth considering. Protection from Energy : You're using up your Concentration, which hurts
some of your offensive potential. That said, resisting fire damage is pretty nice when you're
going up against a Dragon, so it's worth considering. Concentration Speak with Plants : This
spell embodies "situational at best" more than any other. Water Breathing : Pirate campaign?
Anything else? Don't touch it. Water Walk : Same as above. Wind Wall : Solid spell, both
offensively and defensively. Conjure Woodland Beings : As many have pointed out, this spell is
open for abuse. Summon Pixies who can cast spells for a jolly good time. Concentration
Freedom of Movement : Decent buffs for situations that might not come up much. Grasping
Vine : Battlefield control, but not very good at it. It has versatility, both offensively and
defensively. Concentration Locate Creature : Again we have something that is situational at
best. Concentration Stoneskin : I like not taking damage. Do you like not taking damage?
Commune with Nature : A good way to search an area quickly for what you need, but
overshadowed by other options. Conjure Volley : The very best "shoot more arrows than people
expected" spell you can get! This can take a solid chunk out of an army! Swift Quiver : More
dakka! It would be sky-blue if you could use it in tandem with Hunter's Mark, but you can't.
Concentration Tree Stride : You should not pick this over any other spell at this level. You're
given too many excellent options. Concentration Wrath of Nature XGtE : This is one of the few
Ranger spells that don't augment your normal abilities, but instead just have a really cool effect.
Well, four really cool effects. Four really cool persistent effects. Four really cool persistent
effects that leave your action free. Four really cool persistent effects that leave your action free
and also affect a Beast Companion. The Ever Prepared Wanderer. Danger Sense and the Bear
Totem path also make this a solid choice. Bard : No spellcasting synergy. Maybe if you have a
good CHA for some reason. Although the skill bumps are nice. Druid : If you want to be a better
caster, this is your other good option. Another level nets you another attack and Stunning
Strike. Paladin : Your spellcasting abilities don't mesh. Probably not worth it when there are
better options. Rogue : Sneak attack and skill expertise make this worth it all by themselves. Six
or seven Rogue levels are worth it. Sorcerer : Spellcasting with your dump stat is a bad idea.
Warlock : Again, spellcasting with your dump stat is a bad idea. Wizard : Don't cast spells with
your dump stat! Alert : If you multiclass into Rogue and take the Assassin route this goes
sky-blue. Athlete : It's okay. It makes you a better skill monkey, but that's it. Actor : If you want
to be the face, I don't know why you chose to be a Ranger. Charger : It's okay. You get to
charge, just like you did in the last system. Nothing special. Crossbow Expert : If you want to
use a crossbow, it's either necessary or broken, depending on how your DM rules it. Defensive
Duelist : Great for any melee build, and archers will find it useful when combat gets tight, too.
Dual Wielder : Solid if you went the Twin-Weapon route. Dungeon Delver : Great if your DM is a
bit trap-happy. Durable : It's okay. Nothing special, but it's a good half-feat bonus. Elemental
Adept : More of a full-caster feat. Great Weapon Master : Good if you want to wield a
two-handed weapon, but Rangers don't get much support for that. Worth it. Heavily Armored :
You really shouldn't need Heavy Armor. At all. In fact, Medium Armor Master makes it
completely unnecessary. Don't get this feat. Heavy Armor Master : This is the only reason to get
Heavily Armored, but the benefits aren't worth sacrificing two Ability increases. Inspiring Leader
: You probably won't have the Charisma to make it work, but if you do it's not bad. Keen Mind :
There's nothing wrong with it, but there's also nothing particularly good about it. Lightly
Armored : You already have the benefit. Linguist : In my experience, knowing the right language
at the right time can save your ass. Lucky : This is an exceptionally powerful feat. Definitely
worth taking. Mage Slayer : Good for a melee Ranger who frequently has to deal with mages.

Otherwise, skip it. Magic Initiate : Expand your casting ability. Martial Adept : Might be worth it if
you multiclass into Battle Master. Otherwise, I'd skip it. Mobile : Amazing for a melee build, still
great for archers. Moderately Armored : You already have the benefit. Mounted Combatant :
Obviously, this is only good if you are frequently mounted. I'm looking at you, Gnome and
Halfling Beast Masters. Observant : It's a great bonus to two skills that are extremely important
to a party. Polearm Master : Great synergy with Sentinel. Only for STR-based builds. Resilient :
For a single ability point, you gain a save proficiency. That's awesome. Ritual Caster : Save your
spell slots and gain more spells. This is great! Savage Attacker : More damage is a good thing.
Only for melee. Sentinel : A melee Ranger could benefit from this in theory, but it's really much
better for a tank. Moves up to Blue if you have Polearm Master. Sharpshooter : Great benefits
for a ranged Ranger. Shield Master : Great if you use a shield, and you won't even have to take
Evasion if you're a Hunter! Skilled : Almost required for a skill monkey. Skulker : Sneaky stuff
can always work to your advantage. Spell Sniper : This is not made for a Ranger. Tavern
Brawler : This is only good if you're playing around with an unarmed character concept. Tough :
It's a fairly good benefit, and it ends up giving you 40 HP at level War Caster : Definitely more
helpful to a melee Ranger or one who has multiclassed into a full-casting class. I wouldn't take
it on an archer build. Weapon Master : You already have proficiency with everything. Bountiful
Luck : Giving someone a free reroll on a critical failure without using any resources is
unreasonably awesome. Dragon Fear : If you're at all familiar with me, you'll know I like
frightening enemies. Dragon Hide : Getting a boost to your AC for half a feat is good all by itself.
The damage boost to unarmed and ability point are gravy. Drow High Magic : I will never turn
down extra spells. Do you hear me!? Dwarven Fortitude : This is a pretty solid boost to your
resilience. Elven Accuracy : This is goooooood. Really good. Like, really, really good. It's so
good. Why is it so good? It should be less good. Fade Away : Turning invisible as a reaction
with no spell slot is damn nice. Fey Teleportation : A half-feat that provides a situational ability
with a great slotless teleportation spell. Flames of Phlegethos : If you want a feat that won't help
you as a Ranger in the least, this is the feat for you. Infernal Constitution : Resisting three kinds
of damage and getting advantage on poison saves is nice. Also getting a point in CON is great.
Orcish Fury : This is an especially sweet feat for a melee Ranger. As someone who has played a
melee bruiser Ranger, I wish I had it. Prodigy : Four situational abilities make a blue. That's just
science. Second Chance : I like mulligans, especially when you're forcing them on others. At the
very least, you can negate 20s. Squat Nimbleness : This is basically an "I don't want to be
grappled," feat, which is fine. Being grappled can be debilitating, so it might be worth it. Wood
Elf Magic : It's a solid way to boost your casting as a Ranger. For example, while the Ranger's
spellcasting may be one of the Ranger's best class abilities, it is literally half as powerful as any
full caster. Marital Weapon Proficiency provide "at-will" damage that is comparable to the
damage provided by Cantrips. Its not better. All of the Fighting Styles provide small bonuses
to-hit, damage, or AC. They're good. But they're not amazing, nor are they unique to the Ranger
and thus worth taking at least 2 levels of Ranger to get , and its not as powerful as the bonuses
gained from things like Sneak Attack, Ki Powers, Smite, a large number of spell buffs, etc.
Spoiler: Other stuff I've done. I would argue that you should rate the Ranger's class abilities
compared to other classes, not compared to itself. The dueling style allows you to be a potent
damage dealer with high AC. Two weapon fighting feels like a trap, especially with archery style
getting more support from spells and such. Two weapon fighting is okay at low levels when you
don't have spells for your bonus action or other useful things but it quickly loses pace.
Originally Posted by DireSickFish. I'd also argue that the dueling style is not red, and the two
weapon style is not sky blue. Avatar by the lovely and talented Ceika. Originally Posted by
archaeo. How would that be useful to a Ranger Guide , in which the goal is presumably to help
players who want to play a Ranger? Druid Handbook. Originally Posted by hymer. Interesting
question. I've wondered about why guides rate stuff which the class just gets. If there was a
choice involved I'd see the reason to rate. Originally Posted by EvilAnagram. However, I think
you're right about it needing changed. There are maybe 3 ability scores a ranger will care about,
and those can all be boosted by just being a variant human with the right feat. Oh, except those
actually gain racial abilities. Standard humans also get very boring after a while, because while
high elves are using their cantrip every combat and dragonborn get to scorch people, you are
stuck saying: 'yeah, I am slightly better at a lot of things, half of which I'll never need'. Have you
had enough of unreasonably high LA's and unplayable monsters in 3. Then check out the
LA-assignment thread! Don't hesitate to give feedback! Extended signature! I really think you
are rating standard humans too high. The games I've played and actually most of the campaigns
i've seen have a lot of wilderness parts, if not in the middle of the adventure then between them.
I've really never seen an episodic campaign the ignores the wilderness with something like
"then you got from the forest of doesn't matter to the desert of whatever with nothing relevant,

and then you enter the tomb of Pretty Old Pharaoh. What do you do? It may be that your games
are sadly different, but survival was always considered one of the "essential" skills to a group
the others being arcane knowledge, persuasion and, of course, lockpicking. Re: Not All Who
Wander are Lost: A Ranger's Guide it should be noted that even though the pet can't attack at
low levels you lose absolutely nothing by having it sit in some critters face while you do
whatever you want. You dont need to command it to make an attack of opportunity, after all.
Originally Posted by DiBastet. I gotta say survival is a very important skill. Originally Posted by
TheDeadlyShoe. Trollbait extraordinaire. Gives a clear picture as to what they do. I almost used
that exact picture for my Cleric guide, but decided to go with something more class-specific.
You have made me smile. Originally Posted by Yorrin. Your picture for multiclassing Everyone
knows that Gandalf was a Cleric Celestial. If you want to use this image, I can switch it out. One
casting isnt that powerful, but several makes for a very potent defense. I really appreciate this
since I will be playing a 5e ranger soon. With regard to the rating of spells and other class
features: -Goodberry: I would rate this spell higher. There is no limit on how many goodberrys
you can eat and they last for 24 hours. With healing being a scarce resource in 5e, goodberry is
a good option for spending unused spell slots after a lazy adventuring day or on the eve of a
long dungeon crawl. A level 5 ranger could thus create a pool of 60 hitpoints for healing
between encounters. The ranger has a very narrow selection of 11 spells and quite a few
abilities like Volley, Horde Breaker or Colossus Slayer that require a ranged attack or could be
used together with a ranged attack. Therefore every spell enhancing ranged attacks that can be
activated with a bonus action, triggered by shooting your bow and scaling with spell slot used
is pure gold for the ranger. Granted, it affects a large area but, the damage is rather mediocre
and it is not scalable and at this point Volley is only two levels away. It is a long term
non-concentration buff that protects you from some of the worst things that can happen to a
mobile warrior. Two targets standing within five foot of one another is not that rare a situation
and the feature clearly calls only for a weapon attack not a melee attack. Furthermore Horde
Breaker combines excellently with other spells and features of the ranger. Hail of Thorns would
trigger for another 2D10 damage to both targets assuming failed saves. The same combo works
with Volley for even more devastation. The ranger could cast Hail of Thorns, upon hitting with
the first Volley attack, Hail of Thorns and Horde Breaker are triggered assuming there is a valid
target , the ranger could continue shooting his remaining volley attacks including shooting
again at the target just hit with Horde Breaker. Sure it is a practically guaranteed additional D8
of damage per round, but as you already noted: It does not scale. Now not growing in an
environment of univ
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ersal inflation equals shrinking like saving money in your mattress. The feature is the strongest
right when you get it and I would take it any day, if I would only play up to level five, but in mid
to long term perspective it is a mediocre choice. Intelligence and Charisma only come up in a
few fringe cases, but the Monster Manual is packed with Monsters demanding Strength saving
throws to avoid extra damge, beeing pushed around, knocked down, trampled over etc. It is not
right up there with the big three Dex, Con, Wis but also not too far behind. Somebody with a
Dex, Str combination is better served then somebody with a Wis, Cha combination especially
when being a melee combatant. Site Navigation. Tweets by RichBurlew. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. All rights reserved. Digital Point modules: Sphinx-based search. Usage of this
site, including but not limited to making or editing a post or private message or the creation of
an account, constitutes acceptance of the Forum Rules.

